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World Class Symposiums
Situated in popular destinations around the 

globe, POWER2Reason symposiums offer the 

orthodontic specialist a world class educational 

experience. Each venue offers a unique 

perspective from renowned experts and leading 

educators. The content of each course is  designed 

by clinicians for clinicians.

 

Sign up for the POWER2Reason eNewsletter to 

learn about upcoming courses and to get 

information about scholarships that supplement 

your education. To sign up to attend a 

POWER2Reason symposium or to receive the 

eNewsletter visit www.power2reason.org.
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Spider Screw™

Temporary Anchorage Device System

Discover the Unique Advantages of the Spider Screw™ TAD System
Designed by a Leader in Temporary Orthodontic Anchorage Treatment

Ask About Our Self-Ligating TAD
800-999-3161 | 813-991-5896

Discover all of the benefits at www.orthotechnology.com/spiderscrew

© 2011 Ortho Technology, Inc. Made in Italy by HDC srl. Spider Screw is a trademark of Ortho Technology, Inc. Spider Screw is patented in the European Union and United States.

EXCLUSIVE!

• Versatile due to small dimensions and unique patented design 

• Bracket-like head design features perpendicular round slots 

• Generous under tie-wing area for easy placement 

• Short or long collared neck sizes 

• Self-drilling and self-tapping asymmetrical thread versions 

• Patient compliance is practically unnecessary for successful
treatment every time

Spider Screw

Self-Ligating
TAD System

™
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Virtual Study Club – Case of the Month

Previous Ortho with Extractions
Case number: 165894

This patient is a dental hygienist that had braces
with extractions 23 years ago. Her chief complaint is
her overbite. However, she will not do orthognathic
surgery. Any treatment alternatives?

165894

+ ONLINE CE
Manage Your Treatment Process Efficiently 
and Effectively – Al Atta, DDS, MSD, MBA

This course is an introduction to the business of orthodontics,
where treatment process must be managed according to the accepted busi-
ness function and business intelligence to ensure on-time efficiency, and with
controlled cost for continuous cash flow effectiveness.

+ MONTHLY POLL
Brackets

Are you using self-ligating
brackets routinely?

a. Yes

b. No

Message Boards

Bruxism During Treatment
An 11-year-old boy with significant wear on the upper and
lower incisors grinds through his nightguard every six
months. Mom is concerned about maintaining some type of
nightguard during treatment. How do you handle a patient
with bruxism during treatment? 

Bruxism During Treatment

Who Gets Patient Credits in a Buy Out? 
A new grad is buying out an existing doctor and is running
into a lot of different scenarios when it comes to what to do
about patient credits. Any advice or guidance? 

Patient Credits

+ MAGAZINE
Orthotown Digital Version

View this month’s current issue and past archived issues online at Orthotown.com. These issues can also be sent
wirelessly to your Kindle, Nook or iPad. Visit the Help Center to learn how.

continued on page 6
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Make sure the laser you’re considering can deliver the royal treatment. 
The features you want. The price you can afford. The SL3.

Experience SL3 today!
(800) 217-8822
discusdental.com/lasers.php

That won’t cost a king’s ransom.

18 Presets for GP
and Ortho

Wireless Foot PedalDisposable Fiber Tips Battery OperatedVoice ConfirmationFull-color LCD
Touch Screen

A Laser Fit for a King.

© 2011 Discus Dental, LLC. All rights reserved. Rx only.  ADV-3363 040711

NEW!
See SL3 at

AAO
Booth #1427
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Whether you’re completing your ortho residency or just finishing up your spring cleaning, this is the perfect time to update your

Orthotown.com account information. Visit the My Profile section of the Web site to revise any changes to your password, e-mail

address, work address and more under My Account. Make yourself known by modifying your public profile so that fellow Townies

can search for your posts and information. Take a minute to adjust your subscriptions, community affiliations and settings to

optimize your online membership with Orthotown.com. Don’t forget to click the update button after any of your changes and

remember I’m here to help if you have any questions!

Online Features

Help Center

Feature of the Month – Looking for someone? You

can locate fellow members by their display name, alma mater,

city, occupation and more. Just use the Member Search button

located in the top menu bar. Would you like to make yourself

more identifiable? Update your public profile so Townies can

get ahold of you too! Check out the Help Center’s Feature of the

Month for more information!

Video Tutorial

How to Update Membership Information –
Are you having trouble updating your membership information?

Learn how to make changes to your registration information

and public profile and update your subscriptions and settings.

Go to the Media Center and click on the Tutorial section to watch

a short video with step-by-step instructions.  

If you have questions about the site, call me at 
480-445-9696 or e-mail me at kerrie@farranmedia.com.

See you on the message boards,
Kerrie Kruse
Online Community Manager

Message from the Online Community Manager

Update Your Account on Orthotown.com

Gettag and Scan

Throughout Orthotown Magazine, you can scan tag codes to access information
directly from your smartphone. To scan these codes, visit http://gettag.mobi/ to
download the free barcode reader to your mobile device. Then scan every code you
see in Orthotown Magazine to access additional information, enter contests, link to
message boards, comment on articles and more!

continued from page 4

http://www.towniecentral.com/Orthotown/Help.aspx


BioQuick® QuicKlear®

For many years the self-ligating Brackets of the Quick-Family rank among the most 
successful products of FORESTADENT. As this product line has evolved, it has become 
superior in design, technically mature, very precise and highly reliable. The Quick-
Family, consisting of BioQuick®, its passive version, BioPassive®, and the ceramic 
bracket, QuicKlear® are all produced in Pforzheim, Germany. The company has been 
located in the black forest region of Germany, known for its high-quality, German 
precision, for more than 100 years. Precision and Reliability, isn’t that what you’re 
looking for? 

Patents: DE 102004056168 · EP 0782414 · US 7717706 · US 7,255,557 

Precision & Reliability
Made in Germany
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by Wm. Randol Womack, DDS, Board Certified Orthodontist 
Editorial Director, Orthotown Magazine

A Virtual Trade Show

May is AAO month! I revel in the anticipation of all the new innovations
that will spring forth in the exhibit area each year. There are always so many new
gadgets and must-have products, as well as a plethora of available information to
learn. I am sure this year will be just as exciting as the last. In fact, Orthotown
will add to the excitement this year.

Trade shows have their pros and cons. On one hand, they are the epicenter
for all the new and up-and-coming technology in the industry; on the other hand,
they are usually crowded, involve travel and time off, and aren’t necessarily con-
ducive to staying in your pajamas.

Shortly after Orthotown started we had inquiries from
our orthodontic manufacturers and service providers about
getting access to the message boards. This was outside of
Orthotown’s business plan and permission was, and is,
denied. However some of the staff at Orthotown have
come up with a very creative way to serve our readers 
and our vendors. Very soon you will see a designated area
of Orthotown.com where readers can access a Virtual Trade
Show – comparable to the exhibit area of the AAO meeting
– only for this one, it’s socially acceptable to attend in 
your flannel PJs.

This area will have dedicated “spaces” for many of the
major equipment, supply and service companies to provide our readers useful
information through:

• Product Demo Videos/Tutorials                     
• Case Studies
• Promotional Offers          
• Technical Guides
• Trouble-shooting Guides
• Latest Company/Product News
• OT Message Board Posts
Information will be accessed by clicking on the companies’ logos in the

Virtual Trade Show section or at the bottom of applicable message boards on
Orthotown.com. Stop by the Orthotown booth (1105) at the AAO exhibit to
hear more about the Virtual Trade Show application. What a great addition for
a busy clinician! ■

according to  “dr. wo”

“There are always so many

new gadgets and must-have

products, as well as a plethora

of available information to learn.

I am sure this year will be just

as exciting as the last.” 
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Passive Self-Ligating Bracket System

© 2011 Ortho Technology, Inc. Lotus is a registered trademark of Ortho Technology, Inc. Domestic and international patents pending. 

With an Advanced 
Nickel Titanium Clip

Low Profile 
Mini Design

View our online video and 
discover all of the benefits at
www.orthotechnology.com/lotus

Ask for Your Free Trial Case Today
800-999-3161 | 813-991-5896

*Get 1 free patient case (20 brackets) when you purchase 5 cases (100 brackets). Offer expires 07-31-2011.

*

Just Some of the Many Unique Features, Specifically Designed 
by an Orthodontist That Will Change the Way You Treat Patients
• Open design allows for maximum patient hygiene

• Bracket design provides passive engagement to reduce friction
and improve sliding mechanics

• Low profile mini-twin design with rhomboid shape for easy
placement and more patient comfort

• No special instruments required. Opens easily with an explorer,
closes with utility plier or tweezer

• Mandibular arch clips open gingivally to minimize occlusal
interference, maxillary arch open occlusally

• Convertible bracket allows for the engagement of ligature ties
during the finishing phase if desired
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Copyrights of individual articles appearing in Orthotown reside with the individual authors. No article appearing in Orthotown may be
reproduced in any manner or format without the express written permission of its author (whose contact information is either footnoted in
the article itself or available through Orthotown) and Orthotown Magazine. Orthotown.com message board content is owned solely by
Farran Media, LLC. Orthotown.com message boards may not be reproduced in any manner or format without the expressed written con-
sent of Farran Media, LLC.

Orthotown makes every effort to report clinical information and manufacturer’s product news accurately, but cannot assume respon-
sibility for the validity of product claims or typographical errors. Neither do the publishers assume responsibility for product names,
claims, or statements made by contributors, in message board posts, or by advertisers. Opinions or interpretations expressed by authors
are their own and do not necessarily reflect those of Orthotown or Farran Media, LLC. 

The Orthotown.com “Townie Poll” is a voluntary survey and is not scientifically projectable to any other population. Surveys are
presented to give Orthotown.com participants an opportunity to share their opinions on particular topics of interest.
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There are a few things that worry me about this case. She is 11 years old and ready
for comprehensive treatment. The roots on #8 and 9 are very short and look like they
could melt down pretty fast so if possible, I would like to treat non-extraction. Trying
to treat with a non-extraction treatment will make keeping positive overbite difficult.
I was considering trying to use Invisalign with IPR to make space and hopefully keep
incisor roots from turning south. I am not really an Invisalign guru (shame on me, I
just like twin brackets better). The lower arch appears to be straight forward but 
settling the cuspids in could be challenging. 

Does anyone have any thoughts/words of wisdom? Thanks in advance! 

clinical orthodontics  townie clinical
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Class I Crowded with Short
Incisor Roots
This case could run into all kinds of challenges. How would you treatment plan?

egbraces  
Posted: 2/3/2011 

Post: 1 of 21  

Fig. 1

Fig. 4 Fig. 5

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Fig. 6

Fig. 9 Fig. 10

Fig. 7 Fig. 8

Do you like what 
you’re reading? Check 
out these message boards 
for similar discussions:

Short Roots,
Supernumeraries, Oh My
Search: Supernumeraries

Space Closure with 
Short Roots
Search: Space Closure

http://www.towniecentral.com/MessageBoard/thread.aspx?a=11&s=6&f=1292&t=145868&g=1
http://www.towniecentral.com/MessageBoard/thread.aspx?a=11&s=6&f=693&t=146894&g=1


Figs. 1-3: Straight profile
Fig. 4: Cuspids need some room
Fig. 5: Mild crowding
Figs. 6-8: Molars are leaning a little Class III
Ceph numbers:
SNA (º) 81.2 
SNB (º) 78.1 
ANB (º) 3.1 
Maxillary skeletal (A-Na Perp) 0.6mm 
Mand. skeletal (Pg-Na Perp) -4.0mm 
Wits appraisal -4.1mm 
Interincisal angle (º) 124
FMA (MP-FH) (º) 28.7 
MP - SN (º) 38.1 
Palatal-mand angle (º) 28.8 
Palatal-occ plane (PP-OP) (º) 13.0 
Mand plane to occ plane (º) 15.8 
U-Incisor protrusion (U1-APo) 7.3mm 
L1 Protrusion (L1-APo) 4.3mm 
U1 - Palatal plane (º) 114.7 
U1 - Occ plane (º) 52.3 
L1 - Occ plane (º) 72.3 
IMPA (º) 91.9 ■

Oh, very worrisome roots! And she’s not had a Phase I?
I would be reluctant to even start treatment with roots like that. Get some periapi-

cals (PAs) for sure, and don’t go more than six months in treatment without a new set
of PAs. Further shortening would definitely be reason to discontinue treatment.

But of course, you need to give the parents the option to skip ortho altogether,
given that there is a much greater risk of root resorption in this case. ■ Diane 

Diane, I did have the dentist take PAs of 7-10. The view on the PAs of 8 and 9
didn’t look any better. 

Mom really wants to get those cuspids in. I don’t think not doing treatment is an
option for her. ■

You can start the lower arch first. As soon as you complete leveling/aligning the
lower arch and move up to a rigid 16x22 stainless steel wire, you can start bonding the
upper 3s and use vertical elastic to bring the 3s down. When both 3s are lowered to 
an ideal level you can start bonding the rest of the upper teeth (except #8 and 9). Bond
#8 and 9 when you are about to finish the case. ■

This case has the potential to fall into a lot of traps. Let the parents know this is a
borderline surgery case and if you treat it successfully, you look like the master. If it turns
into a surgery case or extraction case with short roots, at least you warned them. ■

orthotown.com ■ May 2011
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dhmjdds  
Posted: 2/3/2011 

Post: 2 of 21

egbraces  
Posted: 2/3/2011 

Post: 3 of 21    

ucla98  
Posted: 2/3/2011

Post: 4 of 21 

sharperdds  
Posted: 2/3/2011 

Post: 5 of 21  

continued on page 14
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I am totally with Sharper on this one. I am scared of the open bite. Just looking at
the photos, it looks to me that any leveling on the lower is going to cause an open bite.
Tough case! ■

I agree with UCLA’s treatment plan to begin treatment in the lower arch. But I
don’t really think this is a surgical case. I would prefer non-extraction treatment in the
upper arch due to short roots, but I wouldn’t be opposed to extraction of a lower inci-
sor. I don’t love the upper midline being centered on a lower incisor, but in this case
she doesn’t show a lot of the lower teeth on full smile and the extraction of a lower inci-
sor would allow you to align the lowers without any addition proclination of the inci-
sors or bite opening. ■

My experience is that teeth that formed this way do not change during treatment.
Treating this non-extraction will result in no guidance with the back teeth all being
interferences. With any parafunction in adulthood – she will have worn out teeth by
age 45. I say take out four bicuspids (maybe four second bicuspids), control the verti-
cal with a transpalatal (TP) arch with an acrylic button. Slip anchorage (TADs?) and
close the facial axis and get some overbite. Of course take PAs along the way and get
informed consent. Just my opinion. ■

I concur with the opinion that the open bite is a huge problem. Treatment without
extractions will exacerbate the problem. There is enough crowding that not a great deal
of incisor movement will be needed compared to trying to create room non-extraction.
Open bite could worsen even with extractions and surgical possibility must be discussed
before treatment. ■

Even considering the straight profile, I would extract all four premolars in this case.
I wouldn’t be surprised if the short roots on the upper centrals are a result of trau-

matic occlusion.
After removal of the 4s, I’d start in the lower arch first just to minimize the active

treatment time for the uppers and expedite the overjet improvement. The upper
canines should drift into a better alignment without brackets.

Once the majority of lower extraction space is closed and there is enough overjet
to begin upper space closure without interference with lower anteriors, I’d band/bond
the upper arch and close remaining upper extraction space with minimum anchorage.

Hope to see the finished results someday. ■ JG  

Not only is the bite going to open, she is probably going to go into an underbite
as well. Definite extraction case if you treat it comprehensively. If her chief complaint
is just the upper canines, you could discuss just treating the upper for alignment,
warning the mother about the bite opening and possible need for full treatment with
extractions or future surgery. By aligning the upper first, you will be “testing” the roots
for six to 10 months before you have committed to extractions. If they are fine, pro-
ceed. If not, give them the surgical option or they could be happy with the upper
alignment. Informed consent is your friend! ■
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1.  Extract 5s (upper are a little smaller, profile, open bite).
2.  If you can be patient don’t put the appliances on right away and lose some

anchorage.
3.  Very light wires to start and consider self-ligation.
4.  Stay away from torquing if at all possible.
5.  Take rest periods where you don’t tie in the centrals.
6.  Starting on the lower is good, too.
7.  Progress X-rays. ■

I agree with the extraction contingent. These incisors have to be uprighted to
obtain optimally functioning overbite and overjet. This cannot be accomplished with
non-extraction, in my opinion. I like extraction of upper and lower 5s, TP arch with
acrylic button for vertical control, stay off upper incisors until upper 3s and 4s are
retracted, PA X-rays every six months to monitor roots. While the patient does have
a moderately high angle skeletal pattern, I think it can be managed without surgery.
However, a lot of informed consent about the unfavorable skeletal pattern and the
short roots should be given. One cannot always predict unfavorable treatment
responses. Case should turn out nicely. Good luck!  

[Posted: 2/19/2011]
Waiting on upper 7s to start treatment enables them to be included in the

process. This has the potential advantage of minimizing mesial tipping of the upper
6s during space closure and adding to the post. Upper anchor unit, if needed. It has
the disadvantage of extruding the upper 7s during the leveling process which will
tend to open the bite. 

I run into this dilemma a lot. One potential solution is to have convertible tubes
on the upper 6s to enable the upper wire to be stepped up for the upper 7s to limit
extrusion. However, this step will interfere with sliding mechanics and I find it 
difficult to steel ligature convertible tubes sufficiently to control the molars from
rotations during space closure. In this case with a TP arch, the rotation problem will
be much less of an issue.

Does anyone have similar concerns about upper 7s? And do you have any 
simpler solutions? 

Thanks! ■

I agree with the extraction plan. However, I’d also stay off the upper 2-2 (until
upper 3s are aligned) and consider cantilevers from upper 6s to erupt the 3s. The
lower 3s appear vertically asymmetric, so I’d be concerned about potentially canting
the lower 2-2 or opening the bite. The lower 3s (at least on the right) might also 
benefit from segmental or bypass mechanics. I don’t think she is a surgery case. ■

One of the ironies with self-ligating, non-extraction brackets is that they work
beautifully in extraction cases. Anyone that has used them for a short time can attest
to the fact that extraction sites close more than halfway and sometimes fully in very
light wires with no elastic force. I would do four first bicuspids and place a tongue
gate to help get tongue back and allow anterior muscles to move teeth back. Not that
scary for me. ■

tom525  
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I agree that the roots might be a problem, but certainly not a reason to not treat.
Point the risks out to the parents, include them in writing in your treatment letter and
get on with it. Beyond that, this is a non-extraction case in my office. The upper left
canine has additional room to erupt (she is 11 – in many kids, there are still Cs pres-
ent) and the right canine is moderately crowded. The lower arch is mild to moderately
crowded. I would be waiting until her upper 7s erupt to start treatment as there is no
need to start now when Mother Nature is going to help me out and I don’t want to
leave her in treatment waiting on 7s, or bonding 7s later and having to realign. I would
check for a tongue thrust and give exercises if one is present, put her on recall for four
months and see where you are.

Regarding the comment about the beauty of self-ligation in aiding extraction clo-
sure – in this case I think you would run the great risk of detorquing all of the teeth
and ending up with an aesthetic upper incisor angle if you treat with extractions of 
premolars, especially 4s. My experience with extraction and self-ligation is that it had
better be either a severely crowded case or one where you want a profile change. In this
case you have neither. ■

Based on her Class III skeletal and dolichofacial pattern, I would delay treatment
at least one year, but preferably two to three years.

It’s a tough case and of course, her generalized short roots are a concern.
Great case, thanks for posting. Looking forward to seeing how she turns out. ■

Njtxortho, the parents want to wait on treatment for now. She has an older brother
in treatment and financially they want to wait six to eight months until they are done
paying on his treatment. By the way, his roots all look normal... thank goodness. I am
leaning toward the extracting 5s and keeping my fingers crossed for the incisors. I went
into great detail with the parents on the possibility of the maxillary incisor roots
becoming shorter and also possibility of Class III growth. Thanks so much! ■

I thought I would add one more thought with this case – since I am an old-fash-
ioned orthodontist but have a lot of experience with Invisalign. Just food for thought?

Would you consider extracting upper and lower 4s and let “drift-o-dontics” work
for a year and then finish with Invisalign?

Invisalign is very kind to short roots (actually all roots) and the evidence accumu-
lated over thousands of cases doesn’t show root resorption happening. Bob Boyd has
been following this issue for 10 years and can be consulted for the skeptical ones in the 
audience. I have completed more than 1,000 cases in my 10 years and have never seen
resorption (yes, I do take final radiographs on all cases).  

Just to add one more ingredient to the soup. ■ Dr. Wo 

Short Incisor Roots

continued from page 16
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Ortho Practice Page on Facebook
What’s the consensus on having a practice Facebook page? Is it beneficial? Townies discuss.

In one of the recent threads, someone mentioned putting up their office practice
on Facebook (FB). I used FB for social networking, but I never considered it for my
practice. What is the logic behind this and is it an effective marketing tool? 

Thanks! ■

We started one so that we could post pictures from various events
(patient appreciation, open houses, picnics, etc.) and people could go
online and see them.  

Also, we’ll put little blurbs about contests and promotions we’re 
currently running and pictures of the winners.

It’s nothing too exciting, but it’s free marketing and establishes the practice as
somewhat current. ■

A much better use of your time would be getting your practice
pinned on Google Maps and constantly changing/increasing Web page
content so you rank highly on Google when people look for an ortho-
dontist in your area. ■

My wife is the big Facebooker and has put the practice on it, but I think she
scored a hit when she excluded parents or adults. We have current patients, past
patients and prospective patients all asking to be “our friend.” ■

We are re-designing our Web site currently with Ortho Sesame to include this.
We have a front desk person who also does our marketing. While I am not sure

about the fad thing (maybe yes, maybe no), we will use it to market our contests,
events, superstar patients, etc. 

Just another facet of internal marketing. ■

Are there any negatives to getting on Facebook for my practice? Can someone
who has my personal photos share them with others on my practice Facebook? ■

It gets a little dicey in that regard.
FB is a place that patients can post raves, but also rants.
If a patient has a negative experience at your office for whatever 

reason, do you want the whole world to hear about it? Facebook, Twitter,
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Yelp, etc. all provide a platform for people to express themselves. My feeling is a den-
tal practice FB page is a double-edged sword. Welcome to the Information Age. ■

Thank you for that! That was a big concern of mine. I think a better idea would
be to send out a monthly newsletter to patients, essentially selling the practice in a
positive way. ■

I think that your “practice” Facebook page is not the same as your personal
Facebook page. The practice Facebook is essentially a monitored blog by someone in
your office. Yes, you can have rants, remove those rants or deal with them. When you
remove someone from the “friends” list the post disappears. This is no different than
many other blogs that are carefully tailored to have positive responses.

The rant might not be all bad either. They could open your eyes to a problem in
your practice that you were not aware off (e.g. front desk staff being rude to people
on phone).

As was said, it is a double-edged sword, but you are still somewhat managing 
the content. ■

We put up a Facebook page and actually bought a number of Facebook adver-
tising campaigns. I imagine the number of views our advertisements had in our 
little region of the Southeast would astound you... it did me. To boot all, the cost
was minuscule. ■

I wonder myself how long Facebook will be popular. About two to three years
ago MySpace was the “big thing” and the practice consultants were recommending
a MySpace page. But for now the Facebook page is recommended. One thing to
keep in mind is you can have a “Facebook Page” and a “Facebook Fan Page.” The
fan page is better for promoting your business because the patients just have to
“Like” your fan page and are not required to be accepted as a friend. You can set up
advertising campaigns through the fan page as well.

The consultants are also recommending a Twitter account and YouTube page
but that’s a lot to maintain. ■

Page on Facebook

ddestang 
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Want to read more 
about social media 
in your ortho practice? 

Check out the article, “Social Media and Professional Practice” in the December 2010
issue of Orthotown Magazine or Search: Social Media and Professional Practice

http://www.towniecentral.com/MessageBoard/thread.aspx?a=11&s=6&f=693&t=135904&g=1
http://www.towniecentral.com/Orthotown/Article.aspx?aid=3071


Patient is a 15-year-old female that had Phase I at another orthodontist. She is
ready for Phase II. 

SNA 76
SNB 70
ANB 6
U1 to Sn 106
L1 to GOGN 107
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Extractions or Not? Always a debate when it comes to extractions…

birddentist  
Posted: 1/19/2011 
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Fig. 6
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Check out these similar 
message boards for 
other Class II cases...

Ext or Not Ext?
Search: Ext or Not Ext?

Class II Could Go Either Way
Search: Go Either Way

http://www.towniecentral.com/MessageBoard/thread.aspx?a=11&s=6&f=693&t=156071&g=1
http://www.towniecentral.com/MessageBoard/thread.aspx?a=11&s=6&f=693&t=154782&g=1


Looking at the lower arch independently I want to extract, but I am not crazy
about extracting uppers or lowers with her profile. 

Anyone game for non-extraction or am I nuts and will end up with lower ante-
riors parallel with the floor?

Any thoughts?
Thanks. ■

Is surgery an option? ■

It looks like she might have waited too long to start Phase II. I would have had
her in a headgear at age 12 to combat the Class II. Not sure what extractions will
achieve at this point – other than correct a dental Class II – and I agree that her pro-
file is a concern. I wouldn’t treat non-extraction either; she is way too flared already.
Surgery might be the best option. ■

Do you have the left buccal shot? It looks like Class II right, Class I left. I am
having trouble figuring out which midline is off. In the frontal shot it looks like the
upper, but in the facial smiling photo the midlines look like they are on. Is she pos-
turing forward in the facial smiling photo? 

1. If it is Class II right, Class I left with the upper midline off to the left: extract
upper left 4, selective IPR to get Class I.

2. If it’s Class II right/left or Class II right, Class I left with the lower midline off
to the right: selective IPR upper/lower to achieve your Class I. ■

To me this is a surgical case. More importantly, what does the patient want? ■

I think extraction is necessary to correct this 5-6mm overjet. This patient has a
full step Class II on the right side and the upper dental midline appears to match her
facial midline. If the left buccal photo shows a weak Class II on the left side, I would
extract both upper 4s and LL5. 

If the parents want to go with BSSO mandibular advancement surgical option,
I would extract the LL4 and no extraction in the upper arch. ■

Does this patient really want another go-around of treatment? Looks like oral
hygiene (or diet) was poor in Phase I; a lot of decalcification already. What are you
going to do differently to make sure that doesn’t get worse?

Her smile looks fine; her profile, not so much. Which one, if any, is really the
concern here? Nobody ever died of a Class II malocclusion. If her profile is the chief
concern, she’ll have to have surgery to fix it. You can’t do it with braces. ■ Diane
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Diane, I agree 100 percent. ■

“Looking at her lower arch independently, I want to extract.” Help me under-
stand: what does that mean?

She is an adult for ortho purposes. Well past her peak of growth. In a Class II
adult, once you extract in the lower, it is a surgical case unless you are prepared to
live with overjet and instability.

I would like more info on this case such as her chief complaint. If her chief 
complaint is “My front teeth protrude” I would be willing to treat her as an upper
bi extraction case unless she also has profile consideration issues. I’ve done a lot of
surgery, but not everyone needs surgery or can qualify for surgery. ■

Zxzxzx, it means when I am looking at how flared her lowers are. ■

Birddentist, I agree with the majority of the posts so far. You need to find out if
the profile bothers her. If it does then she needs orthognathic surgery. If she just
wants to reduce the protrusion and excess overjet then extract maxillary bicuspids
and don’t extract on the lower. Yes, her lower incisors are proclined, but if you are
going to camouflage with maxillary bicuspid extractions then you sure don’t want
to extract on the lower. ■

Birddentist, why does the flaring bother you as an independent issue? It will not
lead to problems, so why worry? It really only becomes an issue if you are trying to
alter the occlusion, right? ■

Great points Diane! Hooray that someone finally considered the “no treat-
ment” option. Hygiene and cooperation are critical factors here. It is possible you
might get nowhere with this treatment if patient has fair to poor cooperation and
only risk further damage to the teeth. ■

What is the chief complaint? If “crowded teeth” and she has no facial concerns, then
I recommend no treatment at this time. She would benefit from surgical ortho treat-
ment with mandibular advancement with lower premolar extractions at that time. ■

If the retrognathic mandible were a “concern” and maximum correction for 
better facial balance then she could be considered for a surgical correction. However
if not then I do not feel she is too old for treatment to correct the Class II and 
midlines. I have had very good success using bi- or uni-lateral Forsus appliance as
needed. It would be important to set up your anchorage well and use the lower 
second molars, a heavy stainless steel in the lower. I have used this uni-laterally on
older patients with good success. This is not a case where you want to extract unless
you were going to do saggital osteotomy with advancement for maximum correction.
As others have mentioned – what are the parents’ and patient’s concerns? ■
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For now I can only assume she is Class II molar and cuspid on both sides based
on profile, but the dental midline discrepancy does make me wonder what the left
buccal occlusion looks like. In addition, the photo on the right side is taken from
so far forward that it makes her appear even more Class II than she probably is in
real life.

As previously said, this is not likely the end result of a Phase I treatment based
on the extreme lower incisor flaring and permanent retention in both arches. If the
lower arch hadn’t been treated then why place a retainer?  

I would take off the permanent retainers and wait for six months to see what
happens and what her teeth really look like. They didn’t really achieve good lower
anterior alignment (see LR3) even with permanent retention and I suspect they
moved before the orthodontist bonded the retainer or that some breakage occurred
after bonding the retainer. Maybe there are extenuating circumstances so I don’t
want to jump to conclusions.

To address concerns with further decalcification I would certainly consider
using lingual appliances for treatment. Studies (EJO, 2006) show less white spots
in number (five times less) and less severity of mineral loss (10 times less) in lin-
gual treatment. I think the tongue offers some self-cleansing action and saliva’s
bacteriostatic characteristics have to help. Also, if she has additional decalcifica-
tion at least it is on the lingual and not so visible. I wouldn’t want to worsen what
she has already.

Just to stir the pot, I want to throw another idea into the mix of extractions,
non-extraction or surgery. How about considering a Herbst appliance or Forsus
along with lingual (Incognito) treatment? I’ve seen really excellent long-term results
in Class II treatments – even in non-growers – using this appliance setup. Just a
thought for conversation’s sake.

Good luck. ■ Larry Levens

Do you know when her Phase I was? Why did they wait for the Class II correc-
tion? I guess that’s not your problem. I wish this girl was three or four years younger,
but now at 15, as others have mentioned, she’s a surgical case if overjet is her chief
complaint. I would not extract upper 4s to reduce her overjet. Her teeth look pretty
straight already, so I’m guessing “crooked teeth” isn’t the chief complaint.  

I am also worried about the decalcification, and as Diane mentioned among oth-
ers, what’s the point of Phase II if we’re not going to fully correct the malocclusion?  

I’ve successfully treated a few cases just like this in growing teens with L4s or
L5s extraction and Forsus springs to advance the lower jaw. It works very well since
you get great anchorage to protract the L6s. But I wouldn’t try it on this girl or an
adult. I also wouldn’t try non-extraction on this girl. I would be curious to see the
effectiveness of Herbst/Forsus on Incognito braces... how would it be any different
than labial braces? ■

Exts or Not
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Orthodontic Web Site Designer
Townies discuss their experiences with Web site-building companies and what features they provide on their practice Web pages.

I recently joined a practice that does not have a Web site and I want to get a nice
Web site up as soon as possible. While the practice management software they use is
not compatible with TeleVox, Ortho Sesame told me that their portal does work with
our software. I am not convinced that we need a financial portal; I just want a nice
Web site so people can get the basic information online. Does anyone have any sug-
gestions or any advice about pricing or companies to work with?  

Thanks. ■

We have a nice Web site that doesn’t include the financial option. It was put
together by Vision Trust (in Colorado Springs) for a reasonable price. I’d give them
a thumbs up. ■

I use TeleVox and considered switching to Sesame, but TeleVox works better for
my budget. I think having Web presence is vital – my Web site is still my number-
one referral source after five years. Start with that, and then work your way up to the
additional Web services (patient payments, checking appointments, etc.) as you get
patients educated about your new Web site.

Good luck. ■

I feel like I see quite a few patients from my Web site, but they are not the ones
that actually start. It is me, my Web site or the area that causes this. I don’t know
which. I feel like the start percentage for patients referred by dentists is much higher.
Do you feel the same way? Do your patients ever say what it is about your Web site
that makes them come in? ■

Wired, that’s an interesting observation. I’ll have to start tracking what the pat-
tern is in my consults vs. starts. The marketing that encouraged the most “shoppers”
were the money mailer and direct mail campaigns. I definitely noticed a trend there,
which is why I only used these marketing tools briefly. ■

I have used Sesame since opening the new office five years ago. We are pleased
with them. 

However, a good friend, Dr. Dave Paquette, used Jeff Behan for his Web site and
Internet marketing. Jeff has a CE course on Orthotown that is very informative and
it has his contact info. Go to the homepage and click on CE courses (View All) and
his course is listed there.

This might be an option to consider. ■ Dr. Wo
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Dr. Wo, Jeff Behan’s company is Vision Trust – mentioned in my prior post. He’s
done quite a few ortho Web sites, all (I think) by word-of-mouth referrals. ■

I used TeleVox initially and was quite pleased at how easy everything was to set
up and maintain. Almost a year ago, however, I switched to a local company called
Legend Webworks. They do everything TeleVox did at about 60 percent of the cost.
So, while I’d recommend TeleVox for ease of getting started, it might be a little eas-
ier on your budget to shop around a little. ■ Brian

TeleVox for over three years and have been in the process of switching to Sesame
for 15 months. I would say that once these two companies get the product up and
running, it does what I need it to. I basically use them to send e-mail reminders,
newsletters and get me a new Web site every few years. ■

Web Site Designer
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Phone Shoppers? Do You Quote
Fees Over the Phone?
A potential patient calls and asks for your treatment fees over the phone – what do you do?

I get a lot of calls wanting prices on the phone. I have instructed my team to try
to get the patient to come for a consult so we have a chance to meet the patient, but
many just hang up and will not schedule even though it is a free consult. How does
your office handle phone shoppers? ■

We give them a range for the item they are looking for, e.g. $4,500-$6,500
depending upon how hard the case is. I don’t think they get much info from that. 
If they want “cheapest” they can go somewhere else. ■ CA

Of course you don’t want to give your fees over the phone, because you don’t know
how difficult the case will be. Plus most of the phone shoppers are just looking for dirt
cheap prices and probably don’t care much about how great your office and treatment
is. They see orthodontics like a box of Raisin Bran. In their mind, it is the same wher-
ever they buy it and they will go to whatever store has it the cheapest. If you manage
to not tell them the price until they come in for a free consult, they will often come in,
waste your time and bolt once they hear you are not the cheapest option.

You really don’t want these types of patients unless you are the type of practice that
caters to this patient base. If they are insistent, what you can do is give them a price
range on the phone. “Braces cost between $3,500 and $6,000 depending on the diffi-
culty of the case. Would you like to make an appointment for a free consultation so we
can determine the complexity of your case?”  

Most of the pure shoppers will not want to come in and further waste your and
their time. The ones that are really interested will take the next step. Don’t worry
about the shoppers unless you really have the cheapest prices around and you are
catering to them.

One last thing. Some of your competitors might call your office and try to get the
low down on your fees, posing as a shopper. Unless you don’t care what they know about
your practice and fees, this is another reason not to give exact fees on the phone. ■

This is exactly what I have been doing... giving a wide range, but I was wondering
if I am losing some people by just not having a good “script.” But I guess you’re right,
I probably don’t want them. ■

We don’t quote and I don’t want them. I will gladly give up what little I make in
profit to avoid dealing with the no-shows, poor compliance, perfection expectations,
collection problems and overnight correction demands that unreasonable people ulti-
mately present once in braces – trust me I know. ■
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I think about 98 percent of the people that walk into my office are “shoppers”
and almost all of them ask for the fee over the phone. When we don’t give it to them
they then ask over and over again, “What’s the initial visit going to cost me?” I’m
beginning to feel like a used car dealership! Very frustrating!

We thought about scripting an answer to this question, but decided against it for
the reasons mentioned above. If they don’t even want to take the time to come to
your office for an evaluation, they probably aren’t going to be the type of patient you
want in your practice. Some of these people seem to liken orthodontics to getting an
oil change – it must be the same everywhere, right? Why pay anything but the
absolute minimum? 

I actually had a mother call today and give my receptionist her “out-of-pocket
budget” for orthodontic treatment for her three children. She is not willing to go
above this amount so she will only discuss treatment with doctors willing to meet her
budget. Is this eBay? ■

I guess if you have all the patients you need, you can afford to stonewall patients
when they call asking for fees. I don’t have all the patients I need, but stating fees
over the phone is uncomfortable for all of us.

On the other hand, the main purpose of the initial exam phone call is to initiate
a relationship based on trust. So what to do? I remember a case a long time ago in
which a teenage boy and his mother came to the office. He had a Class II div 2 deep
bite and she said “I’m here because of my neighbor who comes to you. She said treat-
ment costs $500.” This was a long time ago and it was when I did a little bit of state.
The neighbor was a state patient so she was guessing what the actual fee was. And
the case was a surgical case. So I did my usual presentation, stated a fee that was six
times more than the woman thought it would be and she said “When do we start?”

In our current economy, money is critically important. Now some patients who
ask about fees are a pain but most are just doing their due diligence. Here is an
excerpt from a practice management newsletter I get. Maybe it helps
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What To Do with Price Shoppers?
My answer will be different from the answers of other consultants, many of

whom advise avoiding discussion of fees at all costs over the phone.
First, let me say that I don’t like the term, “price shoppers,” and I would 

discourage your staff from using that disparaging term. Most “price shoppers” are
just regular people, most of whom would become good patients. It is quite nat-
ural to be concerned about prices, and I doubt you or your staff members go
anywhere or do anything without finding out the price beforehand. Assuming
the patient is less than ideal, he or she might well become so if handled cor-
rectly and respectfully.

I certainly don’t advise blurting out a price and hanging up. Of course,
these patients need to be floored with the same good service your staff always
provides and your staff needs to demonstrate their caring as always. However,
I don’t think you need to be ashamed of your fees, keep them hidden, or refuse
to help callers with them.

“What do you charge for a DO on tooth #14?” Well... Why not tell the
caller? If there is a range of fees, tell the caller the range. Quoting this fee will
not make or break the call. Everything else about the call is what will make or
break it.

Invite the caller to make an appointment! Most offices never do. ■

Check out these additional 
message boards to read more
about fees in ortho offices…

The Psychology of Setting Fees
Search: Setting Fees

Average Ortho Fees by Region
Search: Fees by Region

http://www.towniecentral.com/MessageBoard/thread.aspx?a=11&s=6&f=728&t=153408&g=1
http://www.towniecentral.com/MessageBoard/thread.aspx?a=11&s=6&f=729&t=133031&g=1
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I completely agree with that and of course, go above and beyond what most
would do to accommodate. It is just frustrating as a new practitioner when patients
(many of whom are planning on staying with the popular orthodontist down the
street) spend a lot of my time without the intention of giving me any business. It’s
not about the thrifty shopper to me; it’s about the value of my time. I actually don’t
have a problem quoting fees over the phone! I just don’t like it when I feel pressured
to bargain with someone who doesn’t value what I do. I guess that’s business
though, and I’ll adjust! ■

This is a quote from The New York Times article last Saturday on orthodontic
treatment. The article is called “How to Plan For and Handle the Cost of Braces.” 

“Providers and Fee – Orthodontists’ fees can vary widely from one area to
another and from one doctor to the next. Be sure to get several recommendations
from your dentist, friends and family. 

“Consult with at least three orthodontists to get an idea of what treatment is
involved and what the price will be. Often both are negotiable, or at least up 
for discussion.” ■

Mkbark, I have noticed more patients attempting to negotiate with my team
member that presents fees. So far we have stood by our fee and not changed it.
What does everyone else do when asked “Is that the best price you can do?”

[Posted: 1/26/2011] 
zxzxzx,
Are you suggesting that we treat everyone for a specific fee and give that fee over

the phone? I have a range of fees in my office according to difficulty, etc. Do you
suggest giving a range? ■

Wired, what you might want to consider is the following: orthodontics is a 
profession which means never do anything not in the patient’s best interest.
Orthodontics is a business which means maximize profits. Those two things are not
in conflict. How can I maximize my profits according to the current scenario we are
talking about?

Let’s say you are staffed for 150 starts per year but this year it looks as if you will
start 145 and it is December 15 on the calendar. Your treatment coordinator says it
is unlikely that she will find more than three more starts this year. Then Mr. Smith
calls and says they were in a couple of months ago and his daughter and his wife
loved your office. But Dr. X was $500 less. They did not like him as much but $500
is $500. Now if your overhead is 50 percent, you have the chance of making at least
$2,250 profit or nothing depending on how you deal with this father of a prospec-
tive patient. Would you negotiate? I would, with the understanding that my mar-
ginal overhead after treating 148 patients is probably closer to 30 percent and not
50 percent. That means the profit on a fee of $4,500 is probably $3,150 which is
actually higher than your normal profit. Negotiating should not be used if you are
maxed out and would have to hire more staff to handle any increases that occur.

I suggest being honest with people and I would not hesitate to give a range of
fees, caution them that their situation might involve higher or lower fees, tell them
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that the first visit costs nothing and ask if they would like to make an appointment
because that is the first step in maximizing profits.

Sounds great on paper, doesn’t it? I know it is hard to implement. ■

I actually wish that patients would actively negotiate with me. Instead it seems
they “negotiate” by going price shopping and picking the lowest price someplace else.  

Sometimes I’m the lowest, sometimes not. If someone asks me for a break I
often give them one, but I always remind them that I expect them to tell all their
friends and family what a great practice we are (I’ll give you that, but I expect this
in return). It’s just the cost of marketing. I can get more positive marketing from a
happy parent who saved a couple hundred bucks on their kid’s braces and started
with me then if they went down the street to someone else. In their eyes I’m either
the nice guy that cut them a break or some orthodontist that wanted more money
than their orthodontist. ■

I think many people who ask for phone quotes are not necessarily price shopping.
I can understand how people considering orthodontic treatment would want to know
how much money they are looking at. We tell them that while we can’t give any exact
figures over the phone since we don’t know what the patient’s needs are, we can give
them a range. So we give them a broad range to cover everything from Phase I to com-
prehensive to orthognathic, just to give them a general idea. We then tell them they
would need to schedule an initial exam to get that narrowed down because the fee
would depend on the malocclusion, its severity, anticipated treatment duration, the
appliances we would need to use, etc.  

And although it’s not often done in our ortho world, we do charge a minimal fee
($25 good faith) for an initial exam. ■

What we will do in our office with our treatment coordinator’s help is negoti-
ate treatment terms not treatment fees. We will work with the patient to come up
with a payment plan that fits their budget. Instead of going out 24 months, perhaps
we will go out 30 months, and instead of 25 percent down, perhaps we will allow
10 percent down. Our fees are our fees, but the patients feel like you are cutting
them a deal when you spread payments out over a longer period of time with inter-
est-free payments. 

As far as quoting fees over the phone, we quote a very generic range ($2,000-
$6,000) depending on degree of difficulty and our receptionists will tell them that
we have very convenient payment plans that can be discussed to fit any budget. If
they still are not happy with that answer, I know I will not be happy treating them
or their kids, so no loss to me. ■

Flybywire, thanks for this idea! My feeling is that people are confused these days
when they hear “I negotiated my hospital bill from $24,000 down to $258” and
therefore think that all of health care is negotiable. To an extent it is. It just depends
on how comfortable you are in negotiating and if you can live with the proposed
profit margin. Many people are not comfortable with negotiation, it’s an acquired
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sense. We might not have traditionally had negotiable fees in orthodontics, but these
days everyone and their GP brother bonds brackets and straightens teeth with plas-
tic, so traditions have changed.

I also think some of the “price shoppers” who are calling might just be trying to
find out a range of prices, not an exact figure. Some people just don’t know if braces
cost $25,000 or $5,000 and are really wondering what to budget for. Some proba-
bly are looking for the lowest number. But I wouldn’t get offended if someone calls
and asks “How much?” You don’t know what their intentions are from an anony-
mous phone call. ■

I’m not too keen on quoting a range of fees, especially if I say that it depends on
the difficulty of the case. If I say it is a difficult case and the competitor’s fee was less,
then would the patient think that it is difficult for me and easier for him? I also try
to put the onus of discussion on the shoulders of the patient. This is what I say when
asked how much braces are, “The braces are free. We establish a fee for the treatment
we’re performing, not the tools that we are using.” I ask the patient, “Do you ask the
carpenter how much his hammer is or do you ask how much it costs to build a garage
or set of book shelves?” I then say that I have to see the problem to determine if I’m
building a garage or set of book shelves.  

Although my script is not always successful, it takes the quoting of fees out of the
realm of buying an item, but rather receiving a service.   

My dad used to say, “Do you ask the car repairman if he used Craftsman or Snap
On wrenches? You really just want to know how much it is to fix the brakes. The
repairman would say to you, let me see what I need to do.”

Thanks for listening. ■

I don’t quote prices over the phone. There are too many variables and it can be
very misleading. It sounds like I don’t have as many phone requests for fees, but do
have some. We tell them that the initial exam is complimentary and ask if they
would like to schedule an appointment so that the doctor can develop a treatment
plan and fee that will best meet their specific needs. I’m willing to negotiate fees and
do so frequently. When people balk at the fees my treatment coordinator will ask
them what does work for them and then we try to meet them halfway, within 
reason. Rarely do I reduce the fee by more than 10 percent and most of the time 
it’s much less than that. 

Having said all that, you have to know where to draw the line based on your own
bottom line and what you’re comfortable with. I had a wise and very successful 
dentist with an excellent reputation in my neighborhood once tell me that if I’m 
not losing about 10 percent of my patients because of fees then I’m probably not
charging enough. ■ Brian

Phone Shoppers
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chasehealthadvance corporate profile

ChaseHealthAdvance provides an easy solution 
to patient financing, helping orthodontic
providers to increase case acceptance and
spend more time with their patients. 

With rising costs of medical and dental services through-
out the last decade, there arose a need for a new and adaptive
health-care financing option. Elective procedures like
advanced dental care, orthodontic work, vision correction and
cosmetic procedures often go uncovered by insurance, so
Chase worked to create affordable, flexible options for those
looking to finance these treatments.

Background
Chase Card Services launched a patient-financing pilot

program in March 2006. It’s success led to the purchase of
Unicorn Financial Services in August 2007. Since Unicorn had
more than 10 years of experience to leverage, the combination
of the two strong companies became ChaseHealthAdvance
financing options. The company has grown to become one of
the largest patient financing companies in the industry. 

Since day one, ChaseHealthAdvance’s goals have been to
advocate for treatment affordability for patients and treatment
acceptance for practices, as well as to constantly seek to
improve its services.

Both of these values can be seen in the No Surprise financ-
ing principle. ChaseHealthAdvance strives to make the entire
financing process transparent by providing simple, easy-to-
understand product terms and disclosures for everyone
involved. The goal is to ensure that nothing catches a patient
or practice off-guard during the financing process so that the
satisfaction patients experience during treatment extends to
the repayment process. 

How it Works
From the orthodontists’ standpoint, enrolling is easy.

There are no enrollment fees, monthly minimums or
required equipment to purchase. Practices sign a provider
agreement and select the payment plans they would like to
offer to their patients. Orthodontists pay a service fee that is
typically less than nine percent.

From left: Barry Trexler, SVP of sales and marketing; 
Rebeka Buckman and Brandon Dresser, practice consultants; 
and Hugh Bleemer, president, ChaseHealthAdvance.
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Orthodontic Practice Development Consultant Brandon Dresser

continued on page 36

Every practice has a knowledgeable practice consultant
who trains doctors and their staff on ChaseHealthAdvance
processes. The consultant continues to work with them
throughout the relationship to identify opportunities where
Chase’s services can help them meet their business goals.

When patients select financing through Chase, they are
accountable to Chase rather than the orthodontist for pay-
ments. Orthodontic patients can choose from no-interest
repayment plans of 12, 18 and 24 months. The provider
receives their treatment fee from Chase directly deposited into
the practice account within 24 to 48 hours of the transaction.
This takes the pressure and hassle of payment collections away
from the orthodontist so he or she can focus on providing the
best care possible for the patients.

The Benefits to Orthodontists
This financing program is beneficial to orthodontists in

several ways. Firstly, it eliminates the hassle of in-house
financing. In most situations, it’s also more cost effective
than the typical in-house financing plan. Secondly, research
shows that if a practice does not collect on an account that
is more than 90 days old, there is only a 20 percent chance
of ever collecting on it.1 In addition, unless a patient has
paid up front, the average time between the visit and a pay-
ment is 72 days1 – a long time for clinicians to float treat-
ment costs. 

Some clinicians feel they have a good cash-paying base 
of patients and just don’t think offering payment options is

Every practice has a

knowledgeable practice

consultant who trains

doctors and their staff 

on ChaseHealthAdvance

processes. 



necessary. Others may be resistant to the idea of paying a serv-
ice fee for the use of financing. It’s important to consider the
profits orthodontists are missing out on by not offering
affordable financing options. Who are the patients who walk
away from treatment because they know that with the existing
expectations for payment, treatment won’t be plausible? By
offering payment plans and communicating affordability,
orthodontists are able to provide treatment services to a
broader range of patients.

“Doctors can even use CHA to finance learning newer,
advanced treatments,” says Barry Trexler, senior vice presi-
dent of sales and marketing. “And can then offer these
advanced services to their patients with less worry about the
cost because financing will allow patients to spread the pay-
ments out over time.”

ChaseHealthAdvance also provides clinicians with numerous
marketing tools to help them communicate the affordability of
financing to their patients. Web banners help providers share
financing information on their site. A downloadable payment
calculator helps patients explore affordable payment plans. And
co-branded letter templates let providers
share financing options with patients.

Additional Benefits to Patients
Chase has leveraged 13 years of credit data in the health care

space coupled with its deep credit underwriting expertise to
deploy custom scorecards to determine credit eligibility.

“We want patients to leave a provider’s office understand-
ing exactly what they’ve signed up for – no surprises,” says
Hugh Bleemer, president of ChaseHealthAdvance. A clear
picture of the affordable payment options available helps
patients to make treatment decisions with knowledge of all
financial factors.

The application and approval process is easy and everything
is automated so in most cases patients know their approval sta-
tus, financeable amount and repayment options within minutes.

The application can be completed in the doctor’s office by the
patient or the office’s treatment coordinator and also by the
patient either on the phone or online. Orthodontic patients can
choose from no-interest repayment plans of 12, 18, or 24 months.
The agreements are written in clear and simple language that
helps ensure patients understand that their last payment will be
the same as their first. And with ChaseHealthAdvance, no down
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Drs. Robert W. McMinn 
and Michael P. Turgeau 
Practice Testimonial

At the orthodontic practice of Drs.
McMinn and Turgeau, we are committed 
to providing our patients with the best
options available for their orthodontic care.

We have been users of the Damon System for several years. This system has allowed us to achieve great results while greatly reducing
the overall treatment time for many of our patients. In the last year we added the Insignia option to our Damon System. The Insignia option
is slightly more expensive, and we worried it might keep patients from accepting this advanced treatment solution.

It was our Damon representative who first suggested ChaseHealthAdvance financing options. He told us ChaseHealthAdvance had a very
easy process and multiple no-interest repayment options, which would make treatment more affordable for our patients.

We found everyone at ChaseHealthAdvance to be readily accessible, genuinely helpful and amazingly knowledgeable. It was simple to
get started with the program and the training programs were thorough but easy to understand. Our representative walked us through prac-
tice exercises until we were comfortable and anytime we had questions, help was only a phone call away. Everyone we spoke to at
ChaseHealthAdvance made the transition smooth and effortless.

Our patients love the option of financing with ChaseHealthAdvance. Many of them take advantage of it. They tell us they like having their
financing backed by Chase, a name they know and trust. Another benefit for our patients is the ability to use their ChaseHealthAdvance
account with other doctors. 

Our first year with ChaseHealthAdvance was a great start. We are looking forward to continuing our flourishing partnership with
ChaseHealthAdvance for many years to come. 

Drs. McMinn, Turgeau and Staff



“There were no
surprises, so we can

keep on smiling.”

Your patients won’t be left guessing 
with clear and simple monthly payment 
plans from ChaseHealthAdvance. 

Patients choose a monthly plan and their 
payments remain the same from the first 
payment to the last. No surprises.

Give your patients a trusted payment option to start their care:

AdvanceWithChase.com/Ortho

Financing as advanced as the care you provide.

Information above is for providers and not for patient distribution.
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payment is ever required and up to 100 percent of the cost
of the treatment can be financed. An additional benefit of
ChaseHealthAdvance is that credit lines are structured to
meet each patient’s needs.

One of the unique features of ChaseHealthAdvance is
the ability for patients to reuse their credit lines. The
credit line can be used for anyone in the family (even the
family dog or cat). The funds can be used for any proce-
dure performed by any ChaseHealthAdvance provider
nationwide, including vision, hearing, cosmetic and vet-
erinary care. It’s easy to find additional providers by
using the Doctor Locator feature on the ChaseHealthAdvance
Web site. Patients simply choose the type of doctor and enter
a zip code to get a list of providers nearby.

Everything is done via ChaseHealthAdvance’s comprehen-
sive Web site. By logging on at MyChaseHealthAdvance.com,
patients can view their balances and transaction histories and
can conveniently make payments online.

Future Innovations
The management team of ChaseHealthAdvance works

together to continuously innovate and constantly improve
services. As one example, they recently developed a Present
and Apply tool for the iPad. This tool makes it easy for prac-
tices to walk patients through the case presentation process in
a visual and easy-to-understand format. The tool communi-
cates affordability, helping remove the cost barrier for the

patient. This allows the provider to present simple monthly
payment plans and allows the patient to apply for financing
right from the iPad.

Orthodontic treatments are evolving to shorter treatment
times and more effective procedures. “We think patients will
want to gain access to the most advanced treatments to help
their smiles look great and maintain their overall health,” says
Trexler. “Patients should be able to receive the care they want
and need for themselves and their families, and we at
ChaseHealthAdvance want to be a part of helping them
achieve that.” n

References:
1. Average losses, billing and collecting costs collected from published materials provided by J.

M. Shoemaker Consulting, Inc., Blair/McGill & Company, Cathy Jameson, Ph.D., Levin,

Roger P DDS
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Present and Apply tool for the iPad

Practice Development Consultant Jared Wofford

The Present and Apply tool

for the iPad makes it easy

for practices to walk

patients through the 

case presentation 

process in a visual 

and easy-to-

understand format. 
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SL3 Laser

The SL3 soft-tissue diode laser from Discus Dental is a desk-
top diode laser that offers multiple high-end features at an entry-
level price. The SL3 offers disposable fiber-tips, cordless mobility, a
wireless foot pedal and a full-color LCD touch screen interface with
18 general dentistry and orthodontic pre-settings. It also includes
an eight-CE credit, laser certification course at no additional cost.
Visit www.discusdental.com/lasers for more information.

SL3 Laser

QuicKlear Brackets

The second generation of self-ligating, tooth-colored ceramic
QuicKlear brackets includes much more rounded brackets and slot
edges than the first generation. In addition, the new generation of clip
has a matte-polished surface, making it appear less reflective and there-
fore even less noticeable in the mouth. Also, two integrated mecha-
nisms ensure that the clip can be easily opened toward the occlusal,
whereby the clip can simply be opened from the buccal or gingival
aspect. The second-generation QuicKlear brackets are also available in
lower 3-3. Visit www.forestadentusa.com for more information.

QuicKlear Brackets

Boil-n-Bite ArmourBite Mouthwear

ArmourBite mouthguards and mouthpieces are now available in
a boil-n-bite version. The ArmourBite Technology in Under Armour
(UA) Performance Mouthwear prevents teeth from clenching and
relieves pressure on the temporomandibular joint. Previously, UA
Performance Mouthwear products were designed specifically to be a
custom-fit appliance and required a prescription. Now authorized
dental providers can offer both the custom and the new boil-n-bite
version. For more information, visit www.underarmour.com. To learn
more about becoming an authorized provider, call 877-248-3832 or
visit www.bitetech.com.

Boil-n-Bite 

Ortho Welder II

The Yates Motloid Ortho Welder II is three machines in one –
an orthodontic welding machine, electric solderer and wire annealer.
The Ortho Welder II features ergonomic controls, three heat settings,
nine pulse time settings, 12 welding tip combinations, remote
weld/solder leads with tips and brass posts for annealing and stress
relieving. The Ortho Welder II is available in an 110V model or a
220V model. For additional details, visit www.yates-motloid.com.

Ortho Welder II

You are invited to visit Orthotown.com to ask questions or post comments about the following New Product Profiles.

http://www.towniecentral.com/MessageBoard/thread.aspx?s=6&f=702&t=167968&v=1
http://www.towniecentral.com/MessageBoard/thread.aspx?s=6&f=702&t=167970&v=1
http://www.towniecentral.com/MessageBoard/thread.aspx?s=6&f=702&t=167971&v=1
http://www.towniecentral.com/MessageBoard/thread.aspx?s=6&f=702&t=167972&v=1
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Free-Motion Elbow Support System

The Free-Motion Elbow Support System by DentalEZ features
two free-moving, height-adjustable elbow supports that follow
every movement without restriction while providing complete 
support and stability of the neck, back, arm and shoulder muscles.
It is compatible with all DentalEZ dental stools, as well as many
other makes and models, and is easily fastened to the stool cylinder.
For additional information,
visit www.dentalez.com. 

Free-Motion Elbow Support

PowerVac G

The PowerVac G energy-efficient dental vacuum utilizes an intel-
ligent energy management system. The PowerVac G has the intelli-
gence to monitor vacuum demand and only provide the vacuum as
necessary. This results in energy savings of up to 83 percent, noise
reduction as low as 48dBa and heat reduction of up to 30 percent. In
addition, the PowerVac G has a waterless
design, saving dental practices up to
240,000 gallons of water a year. For more
information, visit www.midmark.com.

PowerVac G

Sonicare AirFloss

The Sonicare AirFloss is a interproximal device with
advanced MicroBurst technology that removes plaque from 
in between teeth with a quick burst of air and micro-water
droplets. The powerful but gentle
fluid cleaning action reaches deep
between teeth, where food particles
can get caught. It can clean in between
all teeth in 60 seconds and produces
less than one teaspoon of water. For
additional information on the Sonicare
AirFloss, visit www.sonicare.com.

Sonicare AirFloss

Denar Slidematic Facebow with Quick Lock

The Quick Lock Toggle System for the Denar Slidematic face-
bow allows the clinician to quickly, easily and accurately transfer the
proper maxillary relationship from the patient to the articulator. It is
detachable allowing the clinician to use the facebow on the next
patient, helps prevent rotation of the bite fork and documents the
patient’s bite record by tightening just the knob. The quick lock tog-
gle assembly fits most Denar, Hanau and Whip Mix articulators. For
more information, call 800-626-5651 or visit www.whipmix.com.

Denar Slidematic Facebow 

If you would like to submit a new product for consideration to appear in this section, please send your press releases to Assistant

Editor Marie Leland at marie@farranmedia.com. All material is subject to editing and space availability.  

http://www.towniecentral.com/MessageBoard/thread.aspx?s=6&f=702&t=167973&v=1
http://www.towniecentral.com/MessageBoard/thread.aspx?s=6&f=702&t=167974&v=1
http://www.towniecentral.com/MessageBoard/thread.aspx?s=6&f=702&t=167976&v=1
http://www.towniecentral.com/MessageBoard/thread.aspx?s=6&f=702&t=167977&v=1
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Class IIIs, Too?
In some mild Class III situations, the extraction of

mandibular premolars or a single incisor is occasionally consid-
ered to permit the retraction of lower anteriors to a positive
overjet. A non-extraction alternative using mini-screw anchor-
age features some limited en masse protraction of the maxillary
dentition (Figs. 1, 2 & 3) and/or the en masse retraction of the
lowers (Figs. 4).

So, will en masse retraction (or protraction) with mini-screws
eliminate the need for extractions? In some specific situations, it
might make the difference, but this type of treatment is unlikely
to supplant the need for sacrificing a few premolars in severely
crowded and/or protruded situations. Perhaps for a few mild-to-
moderate cases, the removal of premolars might fall to the way-
side in favor of possibly extracting some third molars, followed
by en masse retraction (anchored from mini-screws); but, at the
end of the day, extraction by any other name (or any tooth)...
still involves extractions. 

Fig. 1a Fig. 1b

Fig. 1c

Fig. 1e Fig. 1f

Fig. 1g Fig. 1h

Fig. 1i

Fig. 1j

Fig. 1d

Figs. 1: A 14-year-old female with mild Class III malocclusion, posterior crossbite, and end-
on anteriors. Elastic chains were attached to posts soldered to the posterior arms of an RPE
and stretched to two mini-screws in the anterior palate. En masse dental protraction was
produced simultaneous to palatal expansion. One mini-screw was lost prematurely so elastic
forces were applied to the remaining screw after expansion was complete. A transpalatal arch
with soldered posts (oriented posteriorly and parallel to the palate) replaced the RPE. Note:
improvement in upper lip support, anterior and posterior overjet, along with production of
Class I molar and canine relationships without elastics or reverse pull facemask.

Fig. 2a

Fig. 2c

Fig. 2e

Fig. 2b

Fig. 2d

Fig. 2f
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Fig. 3a Fig. 3b

Fig. 3d

Figs. 3: Mild Class III female (age 13.5) treated in 20 months with maxillary en masse
dental protraction using TPA constructed from the distolingual line angles of the first molars
and direct anchorage from mini-screws inserted between the molars and second premolars
(site of the largest interradicular space, favorable bone, easy insertion access).  

Figs. 2: Class III 14-year-old female with compensated mandibular incisors treated with
en masse protraction of the maxillary dentition using a TPA and palatal mini-screw. Forces
are applied apical to the center of resistance of the maxillary dentition with the intent to
maintain vertical dimension and avoid iatrogenic molar tipping. Note: Production of Class
I occlusion and improved lip support in 18 months.  

Fig. 3c

continued on page 46
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Fig. 2g

Fig. 2i Fig. 2j

Fig. 2k

Fig. 2h

Fig. 2l

Fig. 3e Fig. 3f

Fig. 3h

Fig. 3g

Fig. 3i

Fig. 2m

Fig. 2n

Fig. 2o

Fig. 2q

Fig. 2p

Fig. 4a Fig. 4b

Fig. 4c

Fig. 4d

Fig. 4f

Fig. 4e

Fig. 4h

Fig. 4g

Fig. 4i



Conservative Resolution of Crowding:
Leeway Space

Leeway space was defined by Nance as “the differential in tooth
widths between deciduous and permanent buccal teeth.”3,4 During
the transition to permanent dentition, this space is unfortunately
lost due to mesial drift of the first permanent molars. If the leeway
space can be maintained, Gianelly1 has suggested that at least 77
percent of patients with crowding (but favorable profiles) might be
corrected without either expansion or extraction – and it appears to
be quite stable.5 A simple, mandibular lingual arch or lip bumper
has historically been recommended to assist in preserving this space,
but the effects of both are somewhat unpredictable.1,5,6

Could the introduction of TAD-supported anchorage for the
management of the leeway space provide a more predictable and
efficient method to resolve borderline crowding in a single-phase
of orthodontic treatment without extraction, unstable expansion or
lower incisor proclination? Mixed dentition patients that present
with favorable leeway space, measured to be sufficient to resolve
mandibular crowding, might benefit from mini-screw-supported
treatment, initiated just prior to the exfoliation of the mandibular
second primary molars.2 If adequate interradicular bone is avail-
able, mini-screws are placed between the mandibular first and sec-
ond molars; (Figs. 5 & 6) otherwise, they might be inserted
adjacent to the molars in the oblique ridge (Figs. 7). As the primary
molars are lost, elastic or coil spring forces are applied directly from
the TADs to retract the mandibular first premolars into the avail-
able leeway space at the same time that the second premolars are
erupting. As another option, these screws can also be ligated to the
molars to provide indirect anchorage support for retraction forces
applied from the molars to the premolars (Figs. 8). 

If second molars are unerupted or the bone density between
the molars is poor, an alternative implant site should be consid-
ered. Mini-screws are easily inserted between the mandibular lat-
eral incisors and canines. A “jig” with a compressed open-coil
spring can be constructed from each TAD to push the first premo-
lars distally into the leeway space (Figs. 9).

As a fourth and perhaps most utilitarian alternative, a sup-
porting arm (e.g., sectional .018x.018 wire with bayonet or offset
bends) can be attached to the head of the screws (e.g., ligated or
light-cure bonded)7 and extended to the first molars to act as 
indirect anchorage for retraction of the premolars into the residual
leeway space (Figs. 10, 11 & 12). After the resolution of the lower
irregularity, this same anchorage system can be used to assist with
the intrusion of anterior teeth (Figs. 14) and also to counteract
adverse reactive forces from Class II mechanics (i.e., Class II inter-
maxillary elastics, fixed functional appliances) (Figs. 6, 12 & 13). 

clinical orthodontics  article

continued from page 45

Fig. 4l Fig. 4m

Fig. 4j Fig. 4k

Figs. 4: Adolescent female (age 13 years, 5 months) with mild Class III and midline devi-
ation resolved in 24 months with mandibular en masse retraction using direct anchorage
from mini-screws.  

Fig. 5a

Fig. 5c

Fig. 5d

Fig. 5e

Fig. 5b

Fig. 5f

Fig. 5g Fig. 5h

Fig. 5i Fig. 5j

Fig. 5k Fig. 5l
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Fig. 6a

Fig. 6c

Fig. 6e

Fig. 6g

Fig. 6i

Fig. 6b

Fig. 6f

Fig. 6h

Fig. 6j

Fig. 6d

Fig. 5m Fig. 5n Fig. 6k Fig. 6l

Fig. 6m Fig. 6n

Fig. 6q

Fig. 6r

Fig. 6o Fig. 6p

Fig. 5o Fig. 5p

Figs. 5: Mini-screws were placed between the mandibular first and second molars at the
mucogingival junction, immediately prior to the exfoliation of the mandibular second primary
molars for a 12.5-year-old male. The screws provided direct anchorage for the retraction of the
first premolars into the leeway space during the eruption of the second premolars. In addition,
some en masse retraction of the mandibular dentition can be produced. Resolution of mandibu-
lar crowding was achieved in 11 months, without extraction or potentially unstable expansion.

Figs. 6: A 13-year-old male with Class II, crowded late mixed dentition malocclusion fea-
tured leeway space sufficient to resolve the crowding. Direct anchorage from mini-screws
inserted between lower first and second molars was used to retract first premolars into resid-
ual “e” space as second premolars were erupting; thereby, providing space for anterior
crowding. Placing brackets on lower incisors should have been delayed until that space 
was created. Class II relationship was corrected using prototype Jasper Jumpers, indirectly
anchored by the same mini-screws to reduce adverse flaring of the lower incisors that is
common with fixed functional appliances. 

Fig. 7a

Fig. 7c

Fig. 7e

Fig. 7b

Fig. 7d

Fig. 7f

continued on page 48
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Fig. 8a Fig. 8b

Fig. 8c Fig. 8d

Fig. 8e Fig. 8f

Figs. 7: A 13-year-old male with a Class I late mixed dentition with deep overbite and
moderate crowding. Leeway space was efficiently used. Direct anchorage for retraction of
the premolars into the residual “e” space was achieved using mini-screws inserted adjacent
to the lower molars. Bracketing the remaining teeth was then accomplished sequentially
and treatment completed in 25 months.

Fig. 7g Fig. 7h

Fig. 7i Fig. 7j

Fig. 7k Fig. 7l

Fig. 7m Fig. 7n

Fig. 7o Fig. 7p

Fig. 7q

Fig. 7s

Fig. 7r

Fig. 7t

Figs. 8: Leeway space was effectively utilized with indirect anchorage support to lower
molars from a miniscrews inserted adjacent to lower molar for a 12.5-year-old female.

Fig. 9a Fig. 9b

Fig. 9c Fig. 9d

Fig. 9e Fig. 9f

Fig. 9g Fig. 9h

continued from page 47
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Fig. 9i Fig. 9j

Figs. 9: (age 13; 26 months of treatment) Compressed coil spring jigs, fabricated from
0.18” stainless steel, were inserted through the heads of two mini-screws inserted between
lower lateral incisors and canines. These jigs were used to push the premolars into the resid-
ual leeway space to resolve anterior crowding (although it would have been preferable to
delay bracketing the incisors). Lexan beads, used with Jasper Jumpers, served as stops to pre-
vent the coil spring from migrating up the bayonet bend. Forces were applied, via a couple,
closer to the center of resistance in order to provide more bodily movement. Once the first
premolars were distalized into the leeway space up to the erupting second premolars, the jigs
then provided indirect anchorage for subsequent retraction of the remaining teeth. 

Fig. 10a Fig. 10b

Fig. 10d

Fig. 10c

Fig. 10f

Fig. 10g

Fig. 10e

Fig. 10h

Fig. 10i Fig. 10j

Fig. 10k Fig. 10l

Fig. 10m Fig. 10n

Fig. 10o Fig. 10p

Fig. 10q Fig. 10r

Figs. 10: (age 12 and five months; 26 months of treatment) Sectional bayonet arms (.018”
x .018”) were bonded into auxiliary tubes on mandibular first molars and bonded into the
cross-slot heads of two mini-screws that were inserted between mandibular lateral incisors
and canines. The mini-screws provided indirect anchorage for retraction of first premolars
into residual “e” space, followed by resolution of anterior crowding in a conservative, one-
phase, non-expansive treatment. Note: It would have been preferable to avoid bracketing
the incisors until the residual space is closed to avoid any unintended intercanine expan-
sion or incisor flaring. 

Fig. 11a Fig. 11b

Fig. 11c Fig. 11d Fig. 11e

Fig. 11f Fig. 11g

continued on page 50
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Fig. 11h Fig. 11i

Fig. 11j Fig. 11k

Figs. 11: (age 10 and three months; 24 months of treatment) Residual leeway space was used
to resolve moderate mandibular crowding using indirect anchorage from mini-screws inserted
in the anterior alveolus. Sectional supporting arms are fabricated from .018”x.018” wire seg-
ments, inserted into auxiliary molar tubes and light-cure bonded into the cross-slot of the
mini-screws. Incisor brackets were added after “e” space was efficiently depleted. 

Figs. 12: (age 12.5; 18 months of treatment) Indirect anchorage from mini-screws was
used to efficiently and effectively use leeway space to resolve a moderate arch length discrep-
ancy without unstable bimaxillary expansion methods. The same mini-screw anchored
arms supported Class II elastics.

Fig. 12a Fig. 12b Fig. 12c

Fig. 12s Fig. 12t Fig. 12u

Fig. 12d Fig. 12e

Fig. 12j Fig. 12k

Fig. 12l

Fig. 12m

Fig. 12n

Fig. 12o

Fig. 12p

Fig. 12r

Fig. 12q

Fig. 12v Fig. 12w

Fig. 12f Fig. 12g

Fig. 12h

Fig. 12x Fig. 12y

Fig. 12i
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Multi-tasking: Support for Class IIs
Regrettably, fixed functionals and Class II elastics tend to pro-

duce adverse labial flaring of mandibular incisors.8,9 This might
give way to either a detrimental effect in lip protrusion, a reduc-
tion in the amount of mandibular advancement that is possible, or
inherent instability. AlQabandi et al.10 reported six to seven degrees
of lower incisor flaring occurs even when simply leveling the curve
of Spee. As a consequence, some pre-adjusted appliance prescrip-
tions feature lingual crown torque to counteract this effect (e.g.,
Butterfly System, American Orthodontics, Inc., Sheboygan,
Wisconsin).11 Mini-screws that are used to manage the leeway
space might also be multi-tasked to resist the “flaring” or bodily
labial movement of the lower incisors during leveling and when
using traditional Class II mechanics2,7,12 (Figs. 6, 12 & 13).

Conclusion
Mini-screw anchorage will not alter our diagnosis; only our

treatment plans. It should, however, finally eradicate any concerns
of adverse changes attending extractions, as spaces can be closed
with predictability, while maintaining or even enhancing specific
incisor and lip position. The question is no longer whether we
should extract; rather, the key is now where the teeth should be
positioned. Perhaps the fallacies and fables of the routine, destruc-
tive nature of “extractions in orthodontics” might finally be dis-
missed, based on both overwhelming evidence, combined with
more predictable biomechanics using mini-screws. ■
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Figs. 13: A 12.5-year-old female with a Class II late mixed dentition malocclusion was
treated with mini-screw supported management of leeway space. The same screws were used
to intrude the lower incisors with elastic thread and also as indirect anchorage support for
Class II intermaxillary elastics to reduce adverse labial flaring of the anteriors.  
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Extraordinary service has become such a critical aspect of
orthodontics. Years ago, a practice could be considered “success-

ful” by merely producing quality clinical care. When I began in ortho 40 years ago, no one ever
mentioned the word “service.” We really didn’t need to. Today, however, the practice that wants
to set itself apart from the norm and be successful has to create an environment where patients
get “knock-your-socks-off ” treatment, every day, from everyone and at each and every visit. 
There are so many choices of practices where patients can go, and even if your treatment is the
best quality available, if the patient does not like you, he or she will choose another practice and
sometimes, unfortunately, forfeit your quality clinical care in making that choice. How great
when you can be an office that delivers both!

In today’s tough economy, it is even more important to focus on the service aspect of treatment.
We used to think our competition was the other ortho office down the street, or even the general
dentist doing ortho. Today however, the competition is paying the mortgage, buying shoes for the
kids, paying brother’s college tuition and for that family vacation to Disney World. We are fighting
for whatever discretionary funds are “left over” after critical needs have been taken care of. In years
past the orthodontist was listed as number-two or -three on the Forbes list of highest paying profes-
sions. This year it has dropped to number-four – understandably. However, it will remain on the
top for being the most rewarding and satisfying of all professions! 

So what does it mean to “knock their socks off” in an ortho office? Quite simply, it means there
is nothing you will not do to provide an extraordinary experience at each and every contact with
your office – not merely the first visit, or that special deband party… but every one!

You must become obsessed with customer service, as Ken Blanchard tells us in his great book,
Raving Fans. Meeting their expectations used to be sufficient – it worked well enough. Today the
consumer is more demanding, has more choices and expects more from us, the provider. Our goal
must be to create today’s raving fans, not merely yesterday’s satisfied patients.

Your customer service is everything your practice is and does. Yes, it is what you do; but even
more, it is who you are. How sad if your patients are only satisfied because their expectations are
low or because no one else is doing better. Just having satisfied patients isn’t enough anymore. 
If you really want a booming practice, you have to create those raving fans. The same holds 

by Rosemary Bray
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true for our ortho supply and management companies. There are numerous choices in software 
management systems and many bracket choices for ortho offices. So they not only need a quality
effective product, but also people who are devoted to the customers who use that product. I am
continually hearing from doctors about how they switched brackets or management systems or
Web providers, not because of the product, but because of the poor level of service! This holds true
of your patients just the same. 

The surest way to make patients fall in love with your office, come back for more and tell oth-
ers how wonderful you are is to practice the “and then some” (ATS) principle. It’s the willingness
to go the extra mile that separates the true champions from the “also-rans.” There are far too many
“also-ran” practices. And good news, there is still room on that extra mile! 

The customers’ (or patients’) expectations are the baseline, so you win and keep your patients
by exceeding their expectations – by surpassing the baseline.

• Meet their expectations first. Give them what they want.
• Exceed their expectations second. Only when you exceed the expectation will the customer

(patient) give you credit for exceptional service (“and then some”).
• Promise less than you can deliver and then deliver more than you said you would. If you

promise more and then deliver less, you’ve set yourself up for failure.
For your service to be extraordinary, knock-your-socks-off quality, you must do things for your

patients that are unnecessary, unexpected, undeserved.
The Psych I Principle – “What gets rewarded, gets repeated,” has been called “the greatest 

business secret in the world” by Michael LeBoeuf in How to Win Customers & Keep Them for Life.
This is a terrific book to help you learn what customers expect and want from you. The author
spoke at an AAO meeting about 10 years ago.

According to the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 15 percent of one’s
financial success is due to technical knowledge, and 85 percent is due to skill in human engineer-
ing, personality and the ability to lead people.                                           

In ortho practices, those people are our patients, their families, our referring offices, the com-
munity at large and each other in the office. The more your patient feels rewarded, the greater the
odds are that he or she will continue to be your patient. The less rewarded, the greater the odds are
that he or she will be someone else’s patient. When every office interaction causes a patient to feel
rewarded, validated, confident and pleased, the patient will continue these interactions with you to
further those positive feelings.

Every customer of the beauty salon, the restaurant, the department store, the car dealership, the
airline, and so on expects three things to occur every time they do business: personal interaction,
operational excellence (proving efficiency and organization) and product quality. 

Here are 25 strategies for your office to adopt in order to keep afloat in the recession and stand
out among your patients.

25 to Stay Alive 
1. Develop your customer service slogan (your vision or your mission statement). Saying “we

are no worse than the competition” will not suffice. Write it together as a team. Post it up.
Read it, eat it, breathe it, live it and be it. Allow your patients to hold you accountable for
what it says! Be sure it appears on your well-done Web page!

2. Get your patients’ opinions. Conduct a patient satisfaction survey once or twice a year and
always give it to each new starting patient. Don’t wait until the end of the treatment plan
to find out you could have done something better all along.

3. Carefully select and train your entire team. Treat them well and your happy employees will
be your best source of advertising and marketing. Train to the max. All the slick financial
and marketing techniques in the world are no substitute for an army of satisfied employ-
ees (or patients). But employees come first. They have to be happy to market the practice
and to want to provide outstanding service.

continued on page 54



4. Keep learning and growing. Go to meetings, buy tapes and books. The entire office team
must fully commit to exceptional service. Walk the talk or shoot the way you shout! Retain
a life long yearning for learning. 

5. Promote yourselves internally. Brag subtly by displaying what you do and teaching your
patients about your ortho and about dentistry in general. This shows your commitment
to them.

6. Take care of the whole person, not just the teeth, gums or malocclusion of your patients.
7. Communicate, communicate, communicate – on the phone, written and face to face.
8. Become a very good listener. This means not interrupting. This is the number-one com-

plaint in communication surveys. 
9. Wow patients with the new patient phone call. Be polite, complete, efficient, friendly, warm,

unhurried, answer-filled, inviting, professional (all at the same time)… and practice.
10. Confirm that initial visit the night before. Be friendly and not businesslike or robotic!

Make it powerful. 
11. When a patient has to wait in your office, tell them there is a wait, and provide current

and appropriate reading material.
12. Have a comfortable reception room, not a waiting room. Keep it updated and remodeled

often. Patients see this space first, so be sure it gives a great first impression, along with
the people at the front desk!

13. Always be on the lookout for areas of concern in your office. Examples include having
an outdated environment, visible need for cleaning or maintenance, quality of technol-
ogy and doctor/team image.

14. Know the “Ten Deadly Sins of Customer Service” and vow to eliminate them from your
vocabulary and your personal and team’s behavior.      
• I don’t know.
• I don’t care.
• I can’t be bothered.
• I don’t really like you.
• I know it all.
• You don’t know anything.
• We don’t want your kind here.
• Don’t come back.
• I’m right and you’re wrong.
• Hurry up... now wait.

15. Make every deband day the way you wanted your deband to be! New patients at their
exam will see this celebration so be sure it is exciting. Don’t be afraid to lighten up! 

16. Take a customer service quiz every six months and don’t settle for anything but
improved scores each time you take it. Discuss your answers with your team and make
the scores improve. 

17. Read books and any other positive material to assist you in improving. Attend meetings,
pick other people’s brains while you are there and buy CDs or tapes when you’re not able
to be there. Form and attend study groups. Read Raving Fans and Make People Like You
in 90 Seconds (or an equivalent) every year and discuss it as a team. How does it apply
to you? Think like visionaries, John Nordstrom, Sam Walton of Wal-Mart, Herb
Kelleher of Southwest Airlines and Walt Disney. Read their books on success and learn
from them.

18. Network and brainstorm with others who are already doing what you want to be doing.
Ask colleagues and  friends for their good opinions and copy them! It’s great to have role
models and mentors. Ask for assistance and ideas.

19. Vow to always give patients more service than they are paying for. Then do just that.    
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20. Make your initial exam appointment an extraordinary experience. Be complete with the
diagnosis, treatment plan, diagnostic records and discussion of finances. If you are not
sure how to do this, hire someone to teach you. Money spent to get patients to say yes
is money very well spent. Patients say yes based on how you make them feel, not on your
technology or office space.

21. Keep a positive attitude in the office. All talk needs to be upbeat, polite and regarding
only appropriate subjects. Look great, be great, talk great and perform great. Set and
keep high standards for the team. Dress for success in and out of the office – clean,
sharp, crisp and professional. People look at you more than the artwork on your walls or
your new carpet. 

22. Promote yourself both internally and externally with marketing ideas that show creativity,
passion, fun and personal interaction (give stickers, balloons, birthday cards, postcards,
baby cards, sympathy cards, bookmarks, water bottles, Frisbees, T-shirts). Whatever you
and your budget are comfortable with, do it!

23. Thank your patients every day for being your patients. They did have a choice to be 
anyone’s patient and they chose you. They continue to have this choice every day.

24. Give the highest quality treatment at all times. Tell your patients that you are capable
and efficient and quality-oriented! Then show them that you are. Involve them in 
all decisions.

25. Talk to each other about what is going well and how you can improve. Review your
patient satisfaction surveys at every team meeting. Ask each other for constant input.

Be the professional office that is obsessed with customer service and building relationships,
not merely the one that is just thinking about it. It is important to do things right, but it is more
important to do the right things. We have a short amount of time to impact someone’s life, and
we can do it in so many easy ways:

• A warm, real smile
• A touch on the shoulder
• A compassionate word
• A caring, personal note
• A genuine compliment
• A sincere thank you
• Knowing/using names
• A rose sent to a home
• An undisputed refund  
• An empathetic ear
• A follow-up care call
• An apology, with no excuses
• Giving undivided attention 
• Being a great listener
• A gift certificate
• Maintaining eye contact
• Making them feel special

It comes down to this: If you can provide
service that is better than your patient can get
anywhere else, they won’t go anywhere else.
Outstanding service does not come from pol-
icy manuals. It comes from people who truly
care and believe in a caring and committed
attitude. It takes the right people! Without a
great team, you will not be able to deliver this
type of superior service. ■
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“Anything that doesn’t add value 
is waste. Good business managers
have an obligation to constantly
eliminate it.” 

– Patrick Lancaster, business executive

by Donald E. Machen, DMD, MSD, MD, JD, MBA, CFA
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Over the past 20 plus years, I have had the pleasure to
consult with orthodontists in an effort to provide optimal
patient care in a stress-free office environment. It is my expe-
rience that when these two aspects exist, practice referrals
increase exponentially and negative patient comments and
lawsuits do not occur. As such, these are the keys to an excel-
lent risk management system. 

The approach taken to accomplish optimal patient care
and a stress-free practice has been and continues to be a quest
for “quality” improvement in all areas of the orthodontic
patient experience. This encompasses all practice processes,
procedures and protocols, both in treatment and with regard
to interpersonal relationships and general office matters.

The methodologies used to achieve these goals are in part
based on principles introduced by Dr. Edward Deming, a pio-
neer on Total Quality Management (TQM) and Continuous
Quality Improvement (CQI).1 Dr. Deming successfully
implemented these concepts in his consulting endeavors with
many industries including the Japanese automobile industry
starting in the 1950s. These concepts continue to be effective
in assisting some of the world’s leading businesses in obtaining
and maintaining a reputation for using technology combined
with careful and critical evaluation of processes, procedures
and protocols to keep their services and products perennially at
the top of the quality list, based on customer surveys. What a
powerful statement from the customers! 

TQM, as applied to health care and specifically orthodon-
tic care, is a process and philosophy of achieving optimal out-
comes for patients by more effective and efficient use of the
right people, materials and techniques, while achieving the
long-term objectives of the organization. 

The same TQM and CQI principles and concepts can be
applied to the orthodontic experience of patients/parents. It
works extremely well. We know that because we conduct exten-
sive surveys to determine patients/parents, referrers and other
treating professionals’ perceptions of all aspects of quality related
to the practice, not only that a satisfactory treatment result was
provided. The orthodontist and staff are also surveyed to reveal
areas for improvement. All practice and interpersonal areas are
fair game and result in priorities being created.

Our number-one goal, and the overriding goal in orthodon-
tics, is to provide optimal patient care. That goal is accomplished
through the concepts of TQM and CQI. Furthermore, other
stakeholders including parents, referrers (both professional and
lay) and other treating practitioners (dental and medical) express
their delight with the process of treatment and the 
overall experience. To this end, surveys are conducted before
implementing these concepts as well as during and after these
practices, procedures and protocols have been implemented 
and are functioning. The results are remarkable. Frequent

patient/parent comments repeatedly confirm that the changes
are noticeable and much appreciated and that the practice is
“more patient-oriented,” “happier” and “without stress.”

As an overview, the process consists of collecting the data
from observation and appropriate surveys, analyzing the data
obtained and drawing valid conclusions from which a series of
action plans are created. Each stakeholder group needs to par-
ticipate so as to accurately determine what each group desires.
Once obtained, the orthodontist (or consultant) carefully
reviews and analyzes this data and the processes, procedures
and protocols in the practice to ensure that all systems are
focused on providing an optimal (quality) orthodontic experi-
ence as defined by the criteria established by each stakeholder
group. Orthodontic practices that take the time and expend
the effort to better understand the drivers of an optimal patient
experience achieve the goals of providing optimal care in a
stress-free practice environment. Further, they obtain two other
important benefits: they receive the highest level of patient and
professional referrals, developing a sustainable competitive
advantage, and do not encounter negative comments or receive
malpractice lawsuits.

CQI smoothly integrates into the scheme because meas-
urements are not just made at the beginning and at the end.
Data is collected on an ongoing basis and adjustments are
made as required in order to maintain a tracking with the mis-
sion of the practice, which often involves the four benefits
described above. Foregoing this continual effort leaves the 
system susceptible to relapse into suboptimal behavior. It is
not unlike orthodontic treatment itself, which is an ongoing
process that requires regular monitoring, adjustment and care. 

Understanding quality, and how each individual perceives
it, aids in developing a framework upon which TQM and
CQI are superimposed for optimal care. Since most
patients/parents are unfamiliar with the technical aspects of
orthodontic care, in part they rely on their observations of
the way the care is provided, appearance and feedback from
other health-care providers, both referring dentists and sub-
sequent and other treating dentists. However, most people do
agree that defining quality is difficult and quality is not a
static concept. Rather, it frequently changes over time. Also,
in health care, the general misunderstanding that “the stan-
dard of care” is a proxy for “quality” compounds the problem
even among orthodontists. 

A common understanding among orthodontists when
asked about their perception of quality focuses on the technical
aspects of orthodontic care, such as facial balance, skeletal 
and dental relationships, midline analysis, etc. These are most
noticeable and are very important, as are many other criteria.
However, patients/parents have a more global feeling about 
the “quality” orthodontic experience and when it has been
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achieved. As a result, only when the patient/parent perceives
that it has been achieved does the orthodontic practice receive
the benefits.

Quality, as with beauty, might be in the eye of the beholder.
With regard to orthodontic care, the orthodontic practitioner
must be aware of the criteria of quality for each stakeholder
group as mentioned above and be prepared to offer the ortho-
dontic experience that will satisfy each. Carefully crafted 
surveying programs are therefore an integral part of assessing
the current status and progress toward practice goals.

Encounter-based risk management (EBRM), a program
developed after working with highly successful orthodontic
practices, is a framework for the individual patient internal
monitoring system and for the external communication sys-
tem and TQM/CQI is the framework for optimizing each
practice, procedure, process and protocol. Together, these two
complementary systems create the overlay that enables ortho-
dontists to provide the optimal patient experience.

Another benefit to the process is achieved by reducing
unnecessary steps in the office procedures and protocols. This
saves patient discomfort, reduces untoward responses or con-
sequences, saves treatment time for the patient, reduces cost
and is also beneficial to the patient in additional ways, i.e.
optimizing the patient experience.

Finally, error introduction and dispersion of results are
reduced when the processes are well-documented and stan-
dardized, understanding that occasionally patients’ responses
might differ. By integrating the techniques described, system-
atic errors are greatly reduced if not eliminated and idio-
syncratic errors are readily identified at an early stage so as to
permit prompt attention and correction as well as contempo-
rary presentation to all team members for action at their point
of contact. 

By developing a partnership with patients, parents, refer-
rers and other treating practitioners, the team facilitates an
orthodontic experience that seamlessly integrates all aspects of
care. All stakeholders are valued members of the team and as
such are regularly updated and informed of progress, and
more importantly, lack of progress or problems as they arise.
The process is transparent and the system functions on trust
and integrity.

Understanding that poor interpersonal relationships,
including poor communication and suboptimal office interac-
tions (not only staff with patient/parent, but staff-staff, ortho-
dontist-staff, etc.) as well as second doctor criticism represent
the majority of reasons lawsuits are initiated, a key benefit of
TQM/CQI and EBRM is the elimination of this potential.
Furthermore, and perhaps more destructive to practice health
and growth are negative patient comments. These are not only
eliminated but by integrating these concepts, patients/parents
become “champions” of the practice.

The consistent message obtained through years of surveys
is we as orthodontists might think we know what patients,
parents, referrers and other treating practitioners value as a
quality or optimal patient experience, but that is not necessar-
ily as important as what these individuals actually think. In
that regard, continual and ongoing data collection (surveys,
etc.) combined with TQM/CQI and EBRM provide a solid
foundation upon which to provide an orthodontic experience,
in a stress-free practice that receives continuing and growing
numbers of referrals, develops a sustainable competitive
advantage and experiences no negative patient comment or
malpractice lawsuits. ■

Reference
1. The Deming Management Method, W. Edwards Deming, Perigee Books, (1988).
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Believe it or not, it’s true.

The makers of Invisalign have filed a lawsuit alleging that our prices are so low, 

we’re “destroying competition in the market for clear aligner systems.” Based on 

their “experience and understanding of the costs,” they claim that we must be 

selling our aligners at a loss.

The truth is, we’re profitable. Our lab fees are lower than Align’s because we work 

hard to keep them that way. We constantly refine our processes to improve quality 

and drive down costs. We do things differently here.

We’ve created a business model that works better, fair and square. By keeping 

our prices low, we’ve brought clear aligners within reach for thousands of 

doctors and patients. 

So, no, we’re not raising our prices, and we’re not giving in. We will fight for your 

right to an affordable, doctor-friendly choice in clear aligners. We’re in this for the 

long haul, and we intend to win.

Give us a call at (888) 331-3323 to find out for yourself what has Align so worried.
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You might not have seen or, even worse, not have diagnosed existing con-
ditions or pathology using traditional 2D radiography. CBCT imaging has
opened the door to a third dimension in dental and orthodontic imaging.
Initially, traditional orthodontic imaging started with both lateral and pos-
tero-anterior cephalograms, plus a panoramic radiograph to diagnose patients
for orthodontic treatment. Both the lateral and postero-anterior cephalo-
grams were taken simultaneously. Over time, many cephalograms were taken
individually, and eventually, for most orthodontic patients, the frontal
cephalogram wasn’t taken at all. 

Many orthodontists rely heavily upon the panoramic image to assess
tooth position, tooth tip, root parallelism, tooth impaction and to diagnose
pathology. However, the panoramic image is fraught with distortion and
magnification errors. Because of the nature of the typical focal trough of the
panoramic radiograph, these magnification and distortion errors are not con-
sistent throughout the image, and more importantly, imperative anatomical
features, teeth, and/or undiagnosed pathologies are often hidden within the
radiograph. For example, I have multiple cases where impacted or even super-
numerary teeth were not visible on a standard panoramic 2D image and were
only diagnosed when a CBCT scan was taken. I even have cases where impor-
tant pathologies or even foreign objects were discovered only because a CBCT
scan was taken. I didn’t realize how large the distortion and magnification
errors were and the vast amount of information omitted in the typical 2D
panoramic image until I started using a CBCT scanner (i-CAT). 

Data from a single CBCT scan can be viewed as images in the axial, coro-
nal and sagittal planes and sliced in any direction. The CBCT scan com-
pletely eliminates the superimposition of normal anatomical structures,
allowing proper diagnosis of tooth position and pathology. Being able to view
existing pathology and ruling out non-existing pathology, can avoid unneces-
sary oral maxillofacial surgery. 

Case 1
This patient had received Phase I treatment, and we were patiently waiting

for the second permanent molars to erupt prior to initiating Phase II treatment.
By the time three of the four second molars had fully erupted on this 13-year-Case 1 2D pano

Case 1 3D scan
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old male patient, the decision was made to take progress records. As part of this
patient’s progress records, an i-CAT CBCT scan was taken. The scan revealed
the cause for the lack of the eruption of the maxillary right second molar. A lin-
gually impacted third molar was impeding the eruption path of the maxillary
right second molar. Previous “standard” 2D pans did not show the fourth third
molar because it was perfectly superimposed behind the second molar. This sec-
ond molar might never have erupted, or worse, could have been presumed to
be ankylosed and scheduled for removal. Fortunately for this patient, he had all
four of his third molars removed, and the second molar erupted normally.

Case 2
This eight-year-old female came to our office because of the delayed erup-

tion of her central incisors. Her panoramic radiograph demonstrated a severely
impacted left maxillary central incisor and a potentially impacted maxillary
left canine. Due to the nature of the panoramic radiograph, it was impossible
to determine both the anatomy of the crown and root, as well as the true ori-
entation of maxillary left central. Phase I treatment was initiated, and space
was created for the impacted central incisor. An i-CAT scan was taken to deter-
mine the orientation of the central incisor and to evaluate the tooth’s anatomy.
The scan revealed that the central incisor was horizontally oriented with nor-
mal crown and root anatomy. The i-CAT scan aided the oral surgeon in prop-
erly placing the gold loop and chain on the facial aspect of the central incisor.
The central incisor was then guided into proper position. Consequently, the
maxillary left canine also impacted; the oral surgeon placed a gold loop and
chain on the canine, and it too was brought into proper position.

Case 3
This 17-year-old male presented with significant lower anterior crowding.

He already had all four third molars previously extracted, and his 
pre-orthodontic treatment panoramic radiograph was unremarkable.
Orthodontic treatment was completed, and retention records were taken
including an i-CAT scan. The scan revealed a supernumerary third molar just
lingual to the maxillary right second molar. The previous panoramic radi-
ograph did not reveal this additional molar prior to treatment. It could only
be detected by a 3D CBCT scan. The patient was referred to an oral surgeon
who used the scan to locate and extract the previously undiagnosed supernu-
merary without any further complications. n

Case 2 2D pano

Case 3 2D pano

Case 3 3D scan

Case 2 3D scan
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The numbers are staggering. In March of 20101,2 more than 266 million Americans
were online, representing 77.4 percent of the entire U.S. population. In October 2009,3

an astounding 155 million consumers visited Google and 87 million visited Facebook.
Being online is also garnering significantly more consumer attention with average U.S.

users spending 4.5 hours per month on Facebook and
2.3 hours per month on Google, a 25 percent increase
since 2008.

Not only are your patients online for lengthy visits,
they are looking to transact with service providers online.
In a 2009 study, half of surveyed patients4 reported that
online access is “much more convenient.” The same mar-
ket study found that 97 percent of surveyed patients pre-
fer to visit their orthodontist online with questions, as
compared to calling the office. Bottom line – in the
Internet age, your patients would rather click than call. In a
speech delivered at the Dental Trade Alliance annual 
session in November 2010, Terry Jones, founder of
Travelocity.com, stated that the online world is all about
speed, simplicity and convenience. Most importantly for
orthodontists, it is about creating digital relationships
with patients online.
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Who’s online? The Internet by age groups

Teens
12-17

Young
Adults
18-29

Adults
30-49

Adults
50-64

Adults
65+

93% 93%
81%

70%

38%

Pew Internet: Teens (12-17) data from Sept. 2009; Adults (18+) data from Dec. 2009
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Internet’s Impact on the Practice Bottom Line
Establishing that patients are online and seeking to transact with the practice with a

click of a mouse still does not address the issue of return on investment (ROI). The key
question is how an online patient connection solution improves practice performance by
enhancing the patient relationship, generating incremental revenues and reducing the costs
of the practice. 

The scope of assessing ROI is vast, which is why it is important to focus on several key
performance indicators to help measure the return on investment in an online patient con-
nection system by assessing the impact on new patient acquisition, production increase and
practice collections. The information and statistics shared are based on research gathered
from Web service providers such as Marchex and TransFirst, as well as studies performed by
Sesame Communications. 

New Patient Recruitment
Professional referrals from general dentists are an important factor in new patient flow

accounting for 38.5 percent of new patients. However the second most powerful driver at
36.4 percent is friends and family. Interestingly, many of those are communicating online,
sharing information about service providers they like on Facebook, blogs and YouTube. This
organic world of online communications significantly enhances the friend and family cate-
gory referrals with substantive positive ROI.

A five-month research study by Sesame Communications (concluded in October 20105)
tracked data from 167 practices and concluded (on average) online social media campaigns
generated approximately 40 calls per month to the practice with an average of 12 being new
patients. Practices launching three search optimization strategies (for instance organic Web
site SEO, social media and Google AdWords) generated (on average) 152 percent more calls
and 123 percent more new patient calls.

Production Increase
New patient flow into an orthodontic practice translates into increased case closes and

production. Considering an average orthodontic case at $6,000 and an online tracked inflow
of 12 new patients per month, even with a weak 20 percent case acceptance rate, online
strategies have the potential to yield first-year revenues of $12,000 per month.

The impact of online marketing initiatives on practice production spans beyond new
patient case starts. A significant challenge faced by orthodontic practices is keeping
active patients in the practice, ensuring they keep their appointments so the cases

continued on page 64

How did you first hear about the orthodontic practice?
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36.4%

38.5%



progress efficiently and effectively according to plan. Effective patient appointment
reminders are critical to maintaining treatment flow. 

Patients are increasingly receptive to receiving reminders from the practice by e-mail and
SMS text messages. In a longitudinal patient survey study6 86 percent of orthodontists
stated automating reminders reduced the need for administrative teams to make outbound
calls and 84 percent stated it decreased no shows. Patients are eager to have the flexibility as
demonstrated in a 2009 patient survey4 that found patients preferred e-mail appointment
reminders to phone reminders 3 to 1. 

Improved patient relations and decreased cancelled and no-show appointments critically
influence practice production, as on average a practice incurs an annual loss of $138,000
per year due to missed appointments.7

On average, a single year investment in search optimization and online marketing initia-
tives can range from $500 to $1,000 per month. Even at the higher end of the spectrum, these
initiatives yield an impressive ROI for the practice. These important return-on-investment
data points are fortified by dental professionals stating that electronic reminders give them the
peace of mind that patient communications are executed consistently and efficiently. 

Practice Collections
In the Internet world consumers are becoming increasingly

more comfortable doing business transactions online with 4 of 5
households in the U.S. paying at least one bill online monthly.

Orthodontists have benefited from this trend. In a 2009
study8 80 percent of patients surveyed expressed comfort with
making dental payments online, and 40 percent enthusiastically
endorsed it. In the same Sesame Communications study, 63 per-
cent of those orthodontists surveyed stated (on average) the
patients who pay online pay faster than those who pay via check.
Thirty percent said they pay a week faster or more.

Collections increase significantly with the comfort, conven-
ience and ease of online payments. A 2010 study by Transfirst
notes 32 percent of online payments were made the day the patient
received their financial reminder and 50 percent were made by the
end of the second day. In a follow up Transfirst study in October

2010 further analysis of 9,800 online patient transactions during a single month demonstrated
46 percent of online payments occur outside the Monday through Friday full work week. 

Not only were collections providing patients with a new level of convenience, these col-
lections are generated without the extensive costs and time investment of generating
monthly invoicing or requiring patients to submit their monthly installments via snail mail.

Conclusion
The online 24/7 world of digital orthodontics might be complex and somewhat intimidat-

ing at first glance. This stated, creating relationships with patients online is a win-win propo-
sition enhancing patient satisfaction and improving practice production and revenues. n
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National Trend Toward Online Bill-Pay

Speed Ease of Use Cost Savings

79%
72% 71%

Fiserv.com: Consumer Billing & Payment Trends Survey 2009

4 out of 5 households with Internet access pay at least one monthly bill online
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Dear Customers, Colleagues and Friends,

DENTSPLY GAC operates according to a list of shared core values. We work hard to live up to them each and every day. 
Topping this list are Unques onable Integrity and Mutual Respect. In the spirit of these two key core values, we would 
like to update you on the situa on created by the crisis in Japan.

As you know by now, the tragedy in Japan has a ected our major manufacturing partner. Thankfully we received word 
shortly a er the earthquake and tsunami that their employees were safe. While the plant survived with minimal damage, 
it is located well within the evacua on zone of the damaged nuclear facility.

Since the day of the disaster, DENTSPLY GAC’s focus has been on ge ng our customers through the supply disrup on.  We 
immediately implemented a fair share alloca on plan to prevent panic buying and to ensure customers’ immediate 
product needs are met as we move forward. We’ve been working on alterna ve suppliers in the event that supply 
disrup ons from Japan are prolonged. And, as hard as it is, given our long term rela onships with our orthodon sts, our 
Sales Representa ves have been advising customers to seek compe ve suppliers as our inventories reach cri cal levels.

We’d also like to take a moment to set the record straight regarding certain rumors that have been circula ng in the 
orthodon c community. First is the rumor that products shipped since the disaster are contaminated. This is not only 
false, but impossible as no shipments have le  their facility from the moment of the earthquake. This simple fact aside, 
you can be sure we would scrap every bracket and wire in our warehouse before ever allowing dangerous materials to 
reach you and your pa ents.

In addi on, some suppliers have been solici ng our customers by claiming to “be there to help GAC” implying some sort 
of coopera ve arrangement. This is also untrue; we have not endorsed arrangements with anyone to supply our 
customers. We believe crisis has a way of revealing character. Our orthodon sts value unques oned integrity as we do, 
and ul mately we think they will reject those that seek to exploit this tragedy with falsehoods for personal gain. 

Most o en we nd that extreme circumstances bring out the best in people. Long me customers have called expressing 
their concern and support. Several new strategic partners have insisted on going forward with DENTSPLY GAC despite 
being given the opportunity to exit in the wake of the situa on. And in looking for alterna ve sources of supply, many 
manufacturers, including those who days earlier were strong compe tors, have o ered help. To all of you, while “Thank 
you” seems inadequate to express the way we at DENTSPLY GAC feel about your ac ons in this di cult me, we want you 
to know how much we appreciate the support we con nue to receive daily. Clearly, the values of integrity and respect are 
shared by you as well!

We will con nue to communicate with all of you openly and transparently as we work through this. As we do, it’s 
important to us at DENTSPLY GAC, and our parent company DENTSPLY Interna onal that you know how strongly we value 
Unques onable Integrity and Mutual Respect. It’s not only how we act, it is who we are. In the end, it’s why we know 
this period will not be the end of long standing rela onships, but instead it will rea rm why they existed in the rst place.

Kindest Regards,
Your Friends, Colleagues and Business Partners at DENTSPLY GAC

P a r t  A r t .  P a r t  S c i e n c e .  A l l  I n t e g r i t y .

800.645.5530  |   www.gacintl .com
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Taking Experience to the Executive LevelTaking Experience to the Executive Level
by Chelsea Patten, staff writer, Orthotown Magazine

Dr. Michael Rogers, orthodontist and current president-elect for the American

Association of Orthodontists (AAO), practices in Augusta and Thomson,

Georgia with his partner (and also son-in-law) Lee Andrews. In an interview

with Orthotown, Rogers shares the ins and outs of the practice he started 38

years ago, his agenda as he assumes the president position and his reasons

for taking up running.
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Name: Michael Rogers, DDS

Graduate From: Emory University School of Dentistry, 1969
Medical College of Georgia School of Dentistry, 1973

Practice Name: Rogers & Andrews Orthodontics

Practice Locations: Augusta and Thomson, Georgia

Web site: www.smilesinmotion.com

What is your educational background?
Rogers: I attended Emory University for undergraduate. I was accepted into Emory

University School of Dentistry after two years of college and graduated in June of 1969
with my DDS. I served as a general dentist in the Army for two years after graduation
and then did my orthodontic residency at the Medical College of Georgia School of
Dentistry from 1971 to 1973.

How and why did you get into orthodontics?
Rogers: Early on in dental school I became fascinated with how orthodontics

could change faces, improve self-esteem and even change career opportunities. When
I was a freshman in dental school we had an orthodontic lab and I was one of the few
dental students who actually enjoyed bending the wires – that’s when I knew this is
what I wanted to do.

What is your practice philosophy?
Rogers: Our philosophy is to develop a specialized treatment plan for every patient

to reflect their needs and concerns. Particular attention is paid to the occlusion and the
position of second molars. When feasible, treatment is started at the appropriate age to
obtain optimum results.

Part of our vision statement is to promote and enjoy a low-stress, flexible environ-
ment, providing each patient – the heart of the practice – with a wow factor. We have
fun as we work and bring the patient into the positive atmosphere. The “down home”
fun environment is noted on almost every survey that we receive.

What is the competition like in your area?
Rogers: My area is reasonably competitive, but we always try to make room for new

orthodontists and have a cooperative attitude. I think that it is important for everyone to
get along and try to be helpful to their colleagues.

Who is your primary clientele? And how do you market to them?
Rogers: We treat about 20 percent adults, 80 percent children. We promote our prac-

tice primarily through our former patients. I pioneered a Herbst appliance with Specialty
Appliances in the early 1980s for most Class II cases. This treatment seems to be noticed
by patients and referring dentists, which improves our patient base through referrals.

Our Internet and Facebook sites are also very active.

continued on page 68
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Tell me about your office.
Rogers: The office is approximately 7,000 square feet and

laid out in an L shape. Michelle, our patient flow coordinator,
analyzes the office efficiency constantly and tells each doctor
which chair or area to go to next.

On a typical day, we begin at 7:50 with a staff huddle where
we review the appointments, the exams for the day and discuss
any schedule openings. From 8 to 10 a.m. we primarily have
short appointments with bandings. We reserve the early after-
noon for longer appointments; around 3 p.m. we continue with
the shorter appointments until we quit
about 5 p.m.

What do you find in terms of
technology has the biggest
“wow” factor?

Rogers: I was resistant to the change
in the early 1990s, but have now come to
be very dependent on computers. Using
computers for treatment cards and treat-
ment planning is now something I can’t
practice without. From there, I can say
our biggest “wow” factor for patients is
probably the Web site. Everyone today is centered on the
Internet, so a great Web site is a must. We use it as an educa-
tional tool for patients in the office.

As of May 2011, you will assume the post as
AAO president. What are some of your primary
responsibilities?

Rogers: I will work with the Executive Director Chris
Vranas and the AAO staff on day-to-day tasks which include
media requests, member questions and governmental affairs. In
addition, I will visit several of the constituencies and plan the

agendas for our Board of Trustees meetings. The AAO has more
than 2,500 international members that the president interacts
with as well.

As far as the AAO as a whole, the AAO’s current and future
role is to promote the benefits of oral health care. There is so
much information, both good and bad, out in the public
domain that it is a dental professional’s responsibility to help
patients understand the role that trained and licensed dentists
and dental specialists play with ensuring appropriate oral health.
AAO’s role is to collaborate with dental organizations, govern-

ment entities and dental and orthodontic
manufacturers to ensure that the public
has the best dental care possible.

What are one or two things
you’d like to accomplish during
your term?

Rogers: I plan to work with dental
organizations to alter or repeal many of
the federal health care components that
place unnecessary burdens on small
businesses such as 1099 reporting, as
well as restoring Flexible Spending

Accounts (FSA) to higher limits so that the consumer can help
pay for his or her own dental and medical care. In addition, I
would like to see the AAO market more to the potential adult
orthodontic patient. This is a large resource of patients that is
largely untapped.

What do you think is the biggest problem ortho-
dontists face today?

Rogers: Other areas are encroaching on our specialty and 
we must maintain our position as the pre-eminent resource for
orthodontics and orthodontic information. When I started my
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practice more than 37 years ago, almost all
orthodontic treatment was done by orthodon-
tists. This is not the case today.

What is your favorite feature of
Orthotown?

Rogers: I like the message boards because of
the interaction and ideas that are developed.

What do you like to do when you are
not working?

Rogers: Before AAO activities I was very
involved in golf – I would play two to three
times per week. However, with the time con-
straints and out-of-town activities, my hobby
has become running. One can always find a
place to run. I jog eight to 20 miles almost every
day, approximately 75 miles a week. It is my
quiet time and prepares me for the day. I’ve completed eight
marathons, one Ironman 70.3 and one half-marathon in the last
12 months. My marathon events will probably have to slow
down next year with my presidential duties but I’m sure that I
will work a few in. I will always run Boston.

Don’t forget to post your race pictures and
times on the Orthotown Message Boards!
Thanks for taking the time to speak with us. n

Dr. Andrews and Dr. Rogers with staff

Rogers Couldn’t Practice Without:

• The Banded-Herbst Appliance
• Reverse Pull Headgear
• Sonicare Toothbrush
• Computers with treatment charts in every chair
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Within the general population, the prevalence of internal derangements
(ID) of the temporomandibular joints (TMJs) is quite high. Prevalence
studies1 indicate that, based on history and clinical examination alone, 30
to 40 percent of non-patients – the general public – present with clinical
findings of internal derangements. Although this number might seem sur-
prisingly high, it might also be comforting to know that most individuals
with this condition never seek treatment or are even aware that it presents a
potential problem.

However, orthodontists might have unique reasons to be conscious and
cautious of the high prevalence of IDs. In adult, non-patient populations,
with MRI added to standard examination, the prevalence increases from 30
to 75 percent and in patient populations it increases from 45 to 85 percent.
In non-symptomatic pre-orthodontic adolescents, adding MRI investigation
to the clinical examination, the prevalence of ID is 50 percent for boys and
75 percent for girls.2

Should orthodontists be concerned about numbers of that kind? It would
be easy enough to dismiss these numbers. After all, we have been reassured
that there is no statistical evidence that orthodontic treatment causes tem-
poromandibular disorders (TMDs). However, the comfort that might result
from that belief might be displaced when trying to explain to a patient or par-
ent why, in the middle of orthodontic treatment, the patient’s joint begins
popping noticeably, catching or locking, particularly when he or she were
unaware of these problems prior to the start of orthodontic treatment.

In the 1996, AAO “Orthodontic Dialogue,”3 Anoop Sondhi, DDS, MS,
recommended that orthodontists routinely conduct a screening examination
for TMDs. He stated, “Patients presenting for routine orthodontic treatment
may have underlying temporomandibular disorders that will affect the clini-
cian’s choice of treatment options and informed consent procedures... Simply

Right TMJ frontal view

by Samuel J. Higdon, DDS

Disc displacement with reduction
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obtaining a history related to joint symptoms – joint sounds and pain – may
not be adequate.”

Dr. Sondhi raises two questions: First, should orthodontic treatment pro-
ceed in a routine manner for a patient who has signs, but perhaps no symp-
toms of internal derangements? And second, what issues should be raised
prior to orthodontic treatment, with respect to informed consent, when signs
and perhaps symptoms of a TMD internal derangement are present?

There are no universally satisfactory answers to either of these questions.
A careful screening examination of every new patient is the only means of
arriving at individualized appropriate answers. “TMJ” is not a single, well-
defined condition. The wide variation of disorders of the masticatory mecha-
nism requires that the individual patient’s condition be understood.

Because of the high prevalence of internal derangements in adolescents, as
well as adults, even in the absence of signs and symptoms, informed consent
should draw attention to the possibility that problems involving the temporo-
mandibular joints can occur, even when care was taken to identify the possi-
bility of such a condition prior to commencing treatment. Documentation of
a careful pre-treatment evaluation further minimizes associated risks.

When signs or symptoms are identified in a screening examination, a
more comprehensive evaluation of the masticatory apparatus is indicated.
Depending on the findings, careful consideration of treatment options is
required, taking into consideration the important relationship between
condylar position and the fit and function of the dental occlusion.

Prior to commencing orthodontic treatment, addressing the presenting
signs and symptoms through the use of TMD treatment modalities that are
specific to the individual patient’s condition, is also usually advisable.

All of this should be thoroughly discussed with the patient and/or
the parents. Needless to say, documentation of a careful evaluation for
TMDs, together with a written informed consent that covers all of the
issues that are specific to the individual patient is the best means of
avoiding misunderstandings. n

For examples of TMD screening forms (provided by Dr. Higdon), please visit
http://www.towniecentral.com/images/Orthotown/magimages/0511/TMDscreen.pdf
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We live in uncertain times, and the transition and sale of your orthodontic practice
has never been more important to your financial future than it is today.

On the macro level, the economy is beginning to recover from a deep recession, but
how long it will be before it returns to a somewhat normal level, we do not know.  

For a retiring orthodontist, in addition to the impact of the economy on the ongoing
practice, there are also uncertainties when considering retirement. In order to retire you
must transition your practice. There are numerous questions about the process: What is
the sales price? When is the optimal time to transition? Who are the candidates to pur-
chase the practice? How do I determine the asking price? What about my employees?
What about my patients? The list goes on and on...

Many of you might have decided to work a few more years in hopes that the econ-
omy turns around and offers a more stable retirement. However, if you are 62 years old
or older, or have practiced 30 or more years, you are probably thinking about retirement
regardless. There are many scenarios for your retirement, and one of the following con-
ditions might exist in your practice:

1. You are a solo practitioner and will be looking for an associate to join you in 
the practice and eventually buy you out in six months, one or two years. It is
very important that you make up your mind to retire and not just bring in an

by William W. Iversen, DDS, MS
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associate to see how it is going to work. There are definite steps and goals to
which you must adhere for the successful transition and sale of your practice.

2. You are in a group practice and you and your partners will make the decision
to either bring in an associate, or have the existing partners purchase your share
of the practice and not look for a replacement. It is advantageous to determine
the value on an annual basis and know in advance what your share in the prac-
tice is worth.

3. You are a salaried employee and have no ownership in the assets of the practice,
and have retirement benefits in a 401K, simple or IRA plan. You will not be
responsible for finding someone to take your place.

The most difficult decision you will make is deciding when to retire. This decision is
yours, and you must make this decision at least 24 months in advance of your anticipated
retirement date. There are certainly some variances from this 24-month window, and
these might include an unfortunate illness or serious legal ramifications ending your 
practice. It is important to be aware of how your practice is doing on an annual basis. 
If you see your practice losing value, it is probably time to consider retirement. The 
question is not if, but rather when to retire in a successful manner.  

Once the decision to retire has been made, you are ready to look for your replace-
ment and set goals for the transition of your practice to another orthodontist. In many
cases this new orthodontist will be a recent orthodontic graduate with little clinical expe-
rience, and with even less knowledge of practice management and the skills necessary to
run the practice.

The AAO keeps a list on file of orthodontists who are looking to sell their practices.
They also keep a list of those looking to purchase a practice (Fig. 1). This might be a good
resource for you to find the right person to purchase and eventually become the future
owner of your practice. Due to the recent economy, this Practice Opportunities Service
by the AAO has more individuals looking to purchase than those looking to sell (Fig. 2).

No matter what the case, you will need to set some goals for the transition, and
review these very carefully with the purchaser of your practice.

These goals will include:
1. Determining the value of your practice.
2. Establishing a buy/sell agreement and salary options for the new orthodontist 

during the transition.
3. Determining when and what days the new orthodontist will work.
4. Informing your staff and patients about the transition.
5. Setting a definite date when you plan to leave the practice.
In summary, the most difficult question you will need to answer is: When do I retire?

Once you have made this decision, the other pieces of the puzzle will fall into place. Give
yourself plenty of time. If possible, look five
years in advance of the day you will “walk out
the door,” and leave the practice to the new
orthodontist. You must prepare yourself,
your family, your staff, your patients and
your community before you make the transi-
tion final. This planning should be aided by
a practice transition specialist, an accountant
and an attorney.

This is a big decision, and you need to get
it right. It is not the time to make a mistake.
Plan ahead to attain the goal of making your
retirement successful. ■
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Fig.1

Fig.2

Orthodontists Retiring
in the Past Five Years

2006 – 141
2007 – 225
2008 – 165
2009 – 207
2010 – 171

AAO Data Bank 
of Seekers and
Opportunities
(as of March 1, 2011)

Active Seekers – 572
Opportunities Available – 152
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How eager do you think your patients are about 
recommending you and your practice to their closest
friends and family members? Does coming to your office
leave a great impression on your patients or is it just
another “office visit”?

There are things you can do to significantly increase
patients’ and parents’ eagerness to refer to you. Get seri-
ous about referrals; take the time to understand how
lucrative they are to your practice and be diligent about
adding new referral strategies to your marketing plan on
a regular basis.

Referrals are typically the best kind of patient. They
require the least amount of persuasion and often come
“presold.” However, I see a lot of doctors who completely
bungle these opportunities. More often than not, in

referrals’ conversations with you and your staff they’ll
reveal exactly what they want and their expectations.
Then all you have to do is deliver. 

The other mistake I see doctors make is not giving
referrals the time and resources they deserve. If you want
to generate patients, why not generate the optimal type
of patients? Every time a patient walks into your office,
you should visualize a line of people standing behind that
person – all their friends and family – and realize that
your patient probably has some level of influence over
those people. As a strategy, you should be doing every-
thing within your power to get them to refer three or four
of those people. If you’re taking good care of your
patients there is no reason why they should not refer at
least one person. If they don’t, it’s probably because you

by Jay Geier
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never asked them to. Put some intention on referrals and
they will go up dramatically.

There are also a few misconceptions doctors have
about getting referrals. First, only long-time patients refer
– false. Second, they only refer after they get tremendous
results – false. And third, if someone’s referred once, you
probably can’t get him or her to refer again – wrong. 

When it comes to asking for referrals, earlier is better.
Referrals are more likely to happen early in the relation-
ship rather than later, so be actively seeking referrals in
the days or week following the first visit. Don’t wait a
year and then expect a lot of referrals. At that point most
of the excitement will have faded. Oftentimes referrals
happen before there is any result whatsoever. In many
cases, the thought of a result is more exciting than the
actual result. As for a limit on referrals, if you keep your
patients happy, they’ll keep referring. Drop the ball and
you risk losing them and their referrals.

Start by setting a goal. Pull your last six- to 12-month
referral numbers and come up with an average number of
referrals you get each month. With these strategies, try to
increase your referrals by at least 10 percent.

Now, let’s dive in and look at some specific strategies
that will help stimulate your referrals. 

1. Make Your Office Referable
The physical appearance of your office has to be

appropriate to justify referrals. If your office hasn’t been
updated in 10 years, it’s probably not a referable office.
You should do updates – even if they’re minimal – every
three to five years. A first impression is made as soon as a
patient walks in your door. The parking lot should be
clean and well-maintained. The exterior of the building
needs to be in good shape with visible up-to-date signage.
There should be someone at the front to greet patients
when they walk in the door (not behind a sliding window
of glass). The magazines need to be current and you
should have water, coffee or other beverage options  in the
waiting room. TVs, free Wi-Fi or computers with Internet
access are all a plus. And of course, make sure your office
is always clean and tidy. Your staff is a huge part of this. If
they are warm, inviting, personable and helpful, they’re
more likely to make a good impression than if they are
cold, grumpy and unhappy with their jobs. You cannot
afford to keep unhappy employees in your practice. They
are like poison and will affect other employees and your
patients. Give them a new role where they don’t have to
interact with people or get them out of the practice. Gauge
whether office updates are needed based on comments or
compliments from patients and parents.

2. Communicate That You 
Want Referrals
Don’t assume patients know. Make it a point to com-

municate to your patients that you want their referrals.
Many doctors are doing all the right things – they have a
referable office and service is supreme, but they’re not let-
ting their patients know that they actually want their
referrals. Don’t make it complicated, just ask!

Asking for referrals should be intentional and built
into the staff and doctor’s interaction with every patient.
For example, as you leave the room or are walking the
patient to the front desk say, “Mrs. Jones, we look for-
ward to working with you as a patient. We would love
more patients just like you. Would you reach out and tell
two or three of your friends or family members about
your experience with us?” If you’ve provided good service
that day, your patients will be more than willing to do
that for you.

3. Send Out a Patient Newsletter
Regularly
If you’re not already sending out a patient newsletter,

start immediately! If creativity isn’t your strong suit, there
are many companies that will put a newsletter together
for you. The magic of a patient newsletter is it gives 
you a way to leverage yourself and spread your reach.
When you mail out a newsletter to a thousand people
with a picture of yourself and your office on it, you’ll be
showing up in front of a thousand people that day, with-
out ever having them enter your office. In every single
newsletter you send out there should be several things
that ask for referrals and promote your referral program.
Newsletters are also a great way to highlight services, run
specials or offer discounts and promotions. At minimum,
do a newsletter every other month.

4. Market Your Referral Program
Throughout Your Office
In addition to asking, one of the easiest ways to stim-

ulate referrals is to show that referrals are greatly appreci-
ated in your practice. Advertise it throughout your office.
Put signs in places where you know people will see them
– the waiting room, on the check-in/check-out counter,
by the magazines, in the restroom, on the complimentary
beverage table. Take it another step and tie balloons to
the signs to draw more attention. 

5. Run Referral Contests with 
Your Patients and Staff
You should always have a referral contest running.

This contest can be held over a 30- to 90-day time period
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depending on what you prefer. Some of our clients who
do one every month are bringing in 20 to 40 extra refer-
rals each month. Follow this step-by-step process to run
your referral contest.

Prizes can stay the same or rotate, just base the prize
on your clientele. For kids, prizes like a bicycle or gaming
system are popular. TVs, iPads and laptops work well for
almost everyone.

Step 1: Go buy your prize and put it (or a photo or
replica of it) in a prominent location in your office, along
with nice signage that explains how to win. Also put some-
thing in each treatment room to advertise the contest.

Step 2: Mail a postcard or letter promoting the con-
test to your current patient list. If you have their e-mail
addresses, send them an e-mail. Include a write-up about
it in your newsletter. Promote the contest to your clients
often and always include a visual of the prize.

Step 3: Make sure your team is promoting the referral
contest with every patient who walks through the door.

Step 4: Choose a winner. Don’t forget to take pictures
of the patient holding the gift with you and your staff
gathered around and put the picture in your newsletter
and on your Web site with a write-up promoting the
referral program and how they can win the next prize. 

Staff referral contests will get your staff fired up and
focused on getting referrals. Let’s face it – you’ve got a
staff and there’s a lot more of them than you. Your staff
can be your best marketing source if they are motivated.
The most successful referral programs happen in prac-
tices where the staff has taken ownership of driving refer-
rals. Set up an incentive or contest that your staff will get
excited about. You can pay them per successful referral or
set a goal and reward them with a prize when they reach
the goal. You can also run a contest much like your
patient referral contest. The key to incentivizing staff on

referrals is to set a goal for the number of referrals they
have to get before it kicks in. The goal should be higher
than the number of referrals you were getting before the
contest. If you set it up like this, you shouldn’t have any
hesitation about paying out the incentive or giving away
the prize when they hit the number. It’s a win-win. 

6. Gift Your Current Patients
The Law of Reciprocity says that people try to repay

what another person has provided to them. Begin a sim-
ple gifting process to acknowledge your patients’ exis-
tence. This shows you know who they are and appreciate
them. The Law of Reciprocity will compel them to repay
you. They can easily repay you with referrals.

The gift can be small – a coffee mug, workout bag,
hat, etc. Don’t get wrapped up in the item or the cost.
Just a small token of appreciation will have a bigger
impact than you think. Plan to send a gift two or three
times a year. It might be sending them something on a
holiday or their birthday or just pick a time for patient
appreciation. Whatever gift you give, the patients will
give back to you tenfold. 

7. Present Every New Patient with
a Welcome Letter and Gift
The welcome letter and gift is to be handed to the

new patient when they physically come in for the first
appointment. Don’t hand it over the counter, walk
around to the front of the counter or walk it over to
them if they are sitting in the waiting room and say,
“Mrs. Jones, on behalf of Dr. Smith and our team we
want you to know how glad we are that you chose us.
Make yourself at home and let me know if you need any-
thing.” The letter inside should say something similar,
briefly explain the referral program and ask for a referral.

You can even put a few referral cards in the
envelope as well. The letter should actually
be signed by the doctor. This will take a few
extra minutes but makes a huge impression.
Again, the gift can be small. It’s not the gift
but the act of giving the gift that creates the
wow factor. 

Pay close attention to the results these
activities generate and make sure your staff
is carefully tracking patient referrals. If your
referrals increase, keep doing the things
that worked. ■
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townie poll

95%  
Yes

Orthodontists’ Opinions About
Invisible Treatment
From clear aligners to tooth-colored brackets to lingual braces, find out what other Townies are offering in

their offices when it comes to invisible treatment options in this poll conducted from February 21, 2011 to

March 25, 2011. Don’t forget to vote in the current online poll about brackets on Orthotown.com.

Do you offer invisible/aesthetic
treatment options 
in your office?  

What does your office provide 
for invisible treatment?  

71% Invisalign  
11% Red/White/Blue  

4% MTM No-trace  

14% Other  

Other answers given include ClearCorrect,

Dynaflex, Innovation L and Simpli5

When you finish invisible 
treatment, what retention 
do you use?  

11% Invisalign retainers  

7% Vivera retainers  

64% In-office Essix retainers  
11% Bonded retainers  

7% Hawley retainers  

How long do you intend to 
offer invisible treatment to 
your patients?  

68% On-going  
18% Planning to use more types 

of invisible appliances  

7% Eliminating choices to the 

one I like best  

7% Considering phasing out  

Do you notice better hygiene with
clear aligner patients than you do
with patients who wear braces?  

89% Yes 
11% No  

What percentage of your adult
patients request clear aligner 
treatment, not including retention?  

18% 10 percent  
32% 30 percent 
25% 50 percent  
25% More than 50 percent  

What type of invisible 
treatment do adult patients
request most often?  

68% Invisalign
32% Clear fixed braces   

What percentage of your teen
patients request Invisalign or 
any other clear aligner system?  

69% 10 percent 
19% 30 percent  
12% More than 50 percent  

What percent of your office’s 
total treatment plans are clear
aligner-based?  

81% 10 percent  
15% 30 percent  

4% 50 percent 

5% 
No

http://www.towniecentral.com/Orthotown/Poll.aspx
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A Profession’s Focus
by David Sarver, DDS

Times have changed since I graduated from my graduate orthodontic program.
As time has passed I have gained a greater appreciation of some not-so-technical
issues crucial to our profession. I have been able to expand my vision as an
orthodontist by understanding that what is most important to me is not always
what patients identify as most important to them. This realization has given me
new insight.

In the United States, parents strive very hard to teach their children to use 
correct manners, to maintain respect for others, to educate them and to “prepare
them for the world.” The parents of my current patients (particularly those who
were former patients themselves) give me great insight into the importance of
orthodontic treatment in their lives. They articulate openly and consistently the
opinion that the most important service provided for them was enhancement 
of their appearance that resulted in the improvement of their self-image, self-esteem
and confidence. The role of the orthodontist has clearly become part of that impor-
tant process in preparing children for competing for jobs, for courting spouses, and
all the things that come with a positive appearance and a beautiful smile. What 
I want to relate in this editorial is best illustrated in the telling of their stories.

Years ago, I completed a treatment presentation to a family. The father was
employed in the retail business, a business that works on the principle of 
buying products, marking them up for the desired amount of profit and 
then establishing a price. When I finished discussing the orthodontic concerns
and treatment goals for his child he asked the obvious question, “How much
does this cost?” I gave him the figure, and he immediately went into the
“wounded father” mode of exasperation. He pointed to a set of demonstration
models with brackets and wires mounted. “How much do those things cost?” he
asked. I replied, “You mean the brackets?” and he answered, “Yes, what is your
mark-up on those?” My response was simple, “If it is brackets you want to buy,
I can sell you a cup of them for $100.” Now, that might not have been the
answer my practice consultant would have relayed, but my point is, the father
saw all the things that we had talked about in his child’s treatment in the 
wrong terms. He thought he was buying braces (how many times does your front
desk receive a phone call enquiring “How much do braces cost?”) but what I was
selling was knowledge, vision and treatment. In today’s environment, we spend
a lot of time discussing what types of brackets we use, our latest technology, etc.
and miss explaining the point of what treatment is all about. 

Case #1
Let me tell you a story that emphasizes this point. About 10 years ago, a

patient (Figs. 1 & 2) came in for a consultation with her parents.
She had a Class II malocclusion with impinging deep bite. She also pre-

sented with a very gummy smile, and my thoughts ranged from what growth
changes I might anticipate, to what appropriate therapy at the appropriate time
might be, to asking if she would ultimately be an orthognathic candidate. Also,

Fig. 3
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Fig. 1

Fig. 4
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at age 10, both active and passive eruption was not complete, so her teeth were
short and we know that with growth and maturation the upper lip lengthens at
a greater rate, reducing the gumminess of the smile. Timing of treatment was
critical for growth modification and timing of periodontal treatment if needed.
After treatment presentation and an extensive discussion with the parents, we
treated the patient through growth modification via high pull headgear and
periodontal crown lengthening. With a favorable growth response, her final
result at age 15 was outstanding. The final photographs (Figs. 3-5) are of her at
age 18 as she was leaving for college. 

The mother came in about a year later and wanted to share an old photo-
graph with me. It was a picture of her daughter at age seven (Fig. 6).

The mother was very animated during our initial consultation for her daugh-
ter’s treatment. She explained the animation saying it was “because I realized that
my daughter had a chance to be what I hoped she would be.” She continued, “I
just had it in my head that nobody would be able to do anything for my daugh-
ter until she was 18 years old. When you started talking about your goals and
how important the timing was for us to be successful, I was stunned.” This story
helps me understand the human side of our profession. 

Case #2
This adult multi-disciplinary patient was referred by her dentist for me to 

prepare her occlusion for veneers (Figs. 7-10). 
The dentist also had a bigger plan in mind because he called prior to her visit

to fill in the important background. He had known her for a while and felt that
veneers would help her some, but that she had larger issues to consider. He had
mentioned orthognathic surgery as an option and that I might be better
equipped to present and discuss that option with her. What characteristics did
he recognize? She had all the characteristics of the aged face: severely diminished
lower facial height, thin lip vermilion and poor lip projection, deep commissures
with downturned lips and deep nasolabial folds. After using computer imaging
to demonstrate the changes she could anticipate, we decided on a comprehen-
sive treatment plan of orthodontics and surgery to advance both the maxilla and
mandible (to increase skeletal volume) with downgraft of the anterior maxilla to
increase incisor display. Simultaneously with the jaw surgery, the facial plastic
surgeon was included for rhinoplasty. All of this discussion was facilitated with
the use of digital imaging so the patient had a visual of the progress and results.
We followed the plan and finished her orthodontic treatment. She then returned
to her dentist for some beautiful veneers and crowns for final restoration of her
teeth and the finishing touch on restoring the youthfulness of her appearance.
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Here are the final pictures (Figs. 11-14). At the visit for her final pictures, 
I asked her a question: “Before you had this treatment, when you walked 
into a room, what was it like?” Her answer floored me. She responded, “I was 
invisible.” Her answer made me realize that sometimes we look at solutions too
mechanically. In other words, what I saw was a need for more tooth display,
more lip support, more vertical dimension and what I needed to do to set up 
for the dentist’s work. It wasn’t until the finish that I really understood that the
overall treatment plan totally changed her life and her outlook on life. 

She gave me a picture of herself and her date on a recent cruise, and with a
wink said, “He is 10 years younger than I am!” Surely the technology we have 
in terms of computers, the vast improvement in appliances and customized
appliances are a great leap forward in our ability to treat patients. But in my
opinion, these technologies should not be the focal point of how people see or
assign a value to us. 

Are we defined by the brackets we use or by the technology we sell? No. Our
biggest value is not the mechanical system, but the knowledge we have to see and
establish treatment goals. While our education is rigorous and mechanically ori-
ented in science and medicine, the most important thing we do is to visualize
our treatment goals, see what the patient wants for an outcome and then know
how to make it happen. 

Technology is an incredibly useful tool, but it is an adjunct which facilitates
our ability to first, establish treatment goals with the patient and second, maxi-
mize our chances of achieving that outcome. Our focus has been, and always be,
on achieving the best result for the patient that we can possibly achieve. ■
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